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THE 
Barblrr 
EASTERN ILLINOIS STATE COLLEGE 
CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS 
ltinrrwnrlk 
During the past decade Eastern has 
undergone numerous changes, for 
with an enlarging stude n t body 
there has been a corresponding 
growth of faculty, of curriculum, 
and of college facilities. Yet to any 
student, to any faculty 1nember, to 
any alu m nus, there is that about 
Eastern which never changes. The 
spirit of learning, the thirst for ad .. 
venture, the povver of tradition, are 
as old as the Middle Ages. There .. 
fore, the Warbler staff feels it is not 
incongruous to give Old Main a set .. 
ting in the past and present a story 
of present-day Eastern in four books 
with a sHghdy medieval flavor. 
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innk I: 
innk II: i\tlibititn 
innk Ill: i\tqlttirn 
innk IV: 111taturtn 
· ilnnk I 
For out of olde feldes, as men seith, 
Cometh all this newe com fro yeer to yere; 
And out of olde bokes, in good feith, 
Cometh al this newe science that men ]ere. 
-Chaucer 

S!dministration 
rpartmrnts 
fllaintrnancr 
~ rnior Q:fass 
j unior Q:fass 
~ophomorr Q:lass 
1 rrshman Q:fass 
EASTERN'S PRESIDENT 
Page N ine 
Top Man 
Pres. R. G. Buzza rd 
Deans Convene 
Dean Lawson, Dean Heller, Dean Anfison 
i\Ir. Gregg, Croy, -:-.riss Taylor, 1Iiss Davis, 1\Irs. 
\Valls, -:-.riss Harding, -:-.lrs. Jones, -:-.Ir. Arnold. 
Pa.Qe Ten 
• 
Nurse Thompson Heads Sick Bay 
Nurse Thompson, Palmer, Madden 
The Hucksters 
Humes, Hanks, Bubeck, :\Ir. Elam, Cache rat, 
Roberts. 
Job J oint 
Dr. l\Ietter, Lionberger, 
Fogleman 
E. I. Files 
l\Irs. Sayler, Gire, l\Iiss 
Whalen, l\Iiss Thomas 
School Ma'ams 
• 
Pavlov's Pals 
First Row: 
Dr. Olsen, Dean 
Lawson, Dr. Rein-
hardt, Dr. Heise. 
Second Row: 
Dr. Metter, Dr. 
Rothschi ld, Dr. Ed-
wards, Dr. Zeigel. 
First R o;,, : :\I iss Le,·akc, :\I iss Hunter, :\Iiss Reid, Miss 
Zi egler, ::O.Iiss Harri s, :\I iss Love, Miss Arnold, Miss 
Sigafoos. 
Seco11d R ow : :\Iiss Stevens, Miss Priest, J\Iiss Elliot, Dr. 
Edwards, :\[iss \Vheelcr, J\Iiss Groom, Dr. Metter. 
EDUCATION STILL EASTERN'S MAIN MOTIVE 
The members of the Education Department are 
striving not only to help the students at Eastern , 
but to enrich the whole community of Eastern 
Illinois. Their influence has been felt throughout 
the state, because of the numerous state educa-
ti onal organizations in which Eastern educators 
have been elected as officers . Among these are Dr. 
Hans Olsen, Dr. Harry Metter, and Dr. Donald 
Rothschi ld. Dr. Emma Reinhardt and Dean Eliza-
beth Lawson displayed their literary talents by 
having several articles published. Dr. Reinhardt 
and Dr. Metter collaborated on a bulletin study 
of the student body. The worl of Drs. Olsen, Hei se, 
and Zeigel was especially outstanding. Projects for 
the year included the organization of a special off-
campus class in Teachers' Problems. 
Dr. Arthur U. Edwards, principal, and Dr. 
Harry L. Metter, director of teacher training, com-
bined their efforts again this year in making the 
Training School an elementary school of distinc-
tion from the standpoint of students and student 
teachers. The well trained and experienced Train-
ing School teachers are not only responsible for 
teaching the elementary children but also help the 
college elementary majors to become better teachers. 
ew instructors this year included Miss Susie Lee 
Harris, second grade critic, Miss Mary Sigafoos, 
third grade critic, and Miss Lorene Ziegler, who 
teaches the sixth grade. The hot lunch program 
was again in action, and a Speech Clinic was or-
ganized under the direction of Dr. Pearl Bryant. 
Page Twelve 
Speech, We Want 
A Speech 
Dr. R oss, Miss P oos, 
Dr. Moses, Mr. Gab-
bard, Dr. Bryant. 
Quoth T hey, "Literature Evermore!" 
Dr. Widger, Dr. Cline, Dr. Smith, 1\·Iiss Neely, l\Iiss Kelly, 
Dr. Waffle, Dr. Blair, Dr. Ekebe rg, Dr. Palmer. 
GREAT EMPHASIS ON SPEECH AND WRITTEN EXPRESSION 
A growing College means a growing Depart-
ment of Speech. Two staff members have been 
added: Miss Pearl Bryant fro m Northwestern 
University, and Mr. Ernest Glendon Gabbard from 
the University of Iowa. Dr. Bryant teaches the 
classes in Speech Correction and directs the Speech 
Clinic. She and her student assistants have been 
working with speech correction cases in the Train-
ing School, the College High School, and the 
College. Mr. Gabbard teaches the courses in Play 
Production and directs Eastern's maj or dramatic 
presentations. For the second year Dr. Elbert R. 
Moses has been teaching th e classes in Radio 
Speaking, and directing the College radio broad-
casts. Dr. J. Glenn Ross, department head, di rects 
a growing number of students engaged in inter-
collegiate forensics . 
Page Thirteen 
The addition of Dr. Ruth K. Cline from Ander-
son College, Indiana, has brought the strength of 
the English Department to nine full-time members. 
This staff conducted sixteen sections of English 
120 last fall. Although only three English maj ors 
will graduate with the class of 1948, there are more 
than forty majors in the department and more 
than sixty minors. Dr. Francis W. Palmer con-
tributed to American Speech for October, 1947, 
an article entitled "Gleanings for the DAE Supple-
ment." Dr. Howard DeF. Widger had published in 
the autumn number of the Bulletin of the American 
Association of University Professors, an article 
entitled "What Should Be the Quali fications of the 
President of Utopia Teachers' Coll ege?" 
The Forum of 
The Air 
Dr. Seymour, Dr. 
Alter, Dr. Coleman, 
D r. S h a r p, D r. 
Plath, Dr. Wood. 
Readers of Rand ~\'IcNa Uy 
Dr. Harris, Dr. Zel ler, Dr. Scott 
SOCIAL SCIENCE, GEOGRAPHERS EXTEND SPHERE OF INFLUENCE 
With the addition of Dr. :.forrison Sharp from 
Northland College, \Vi sconsin, there were six mem-
bers on the Social Science Department staff this 
year. T hey conducted twice-a-month round-table 
discussions of topics of puulic interest over the 
college radio program "Let's Go to College." The 
department was host to a meeting of the Tllinois 
Counci l for the Social Studies held on the campus. 
In addition to its other duties the department is 
engaged in preparing the golden anniversary history 
of the college tq be published in the spring of 
1949. Papers published by staff members inducted 
Dr. Sharp's work on the status of research in the 
social studies and Dr. C. H. Coleman's studies of 
shipbuilding in the war effort and an article on 
political reform. 
The Geography Department joined with Social 
Science in sponsoring a forty-five clay study tour 
of 8,000 miles through the Southwest during the 
summer of 1947. Fifty-eight persons, including 
staff, made the trip. The students earned twelve 
hours credit as well as enjoying a fine vacation. 
Comparable tours wi ll be planned for each year. 
that of 1948 to New York, Tew England, and 
French Canada. In addition to campus courses. 
Miss Rubv M. Harris has conducted extensi on 
classes at 'taylorville, Robinson, Toledo, and Olney, 
and participated in a summer workshop at Flora. 
Dr. E lton M. Scott conducted a workshop in con-
servat ion at Mt. Carmel. 
Page Fourtee11 
Thompson Tc.kes Roll 
I\fr. Holley, Dr. Thompson, Dr. Robinson, Dr. Dickerson, 
M r. Giffin ::IIi ss Hunter, ::IIiss Johnson. 
Disciples of 
E uclid 
Dr. Van Deventer, 
D r. Ringenberg, 
i\J iss H os t e t 1 e r, 
Dean H eller. 
MATH ADDS NEW HEAD, BUSINESS DEPT. NOW SCHOOL'S LARGEST 
Dr. L awrence A. Ringenberg was appointed head 
of the Mathematics Department, succeeding Dean 
Hobart F. Heller , acting head since Dr. E. H . Tay-
lor's retirement. Dr. :Ringenberg later took over 
the sponsorship of the college Mathematics Club. 
Theodore Weaver, member of Eastern's Mathe-
mati cs Department last ye::tr, is now a member of 
the faculty of the teachers' coll ege at Ypsilanti, 
Michigan. Miss Gertrude H endrix resumed her 
duties as instructor and high school critic teacher. 
She had been on Sabbatical leave to study at the 
University of Chicago, where she experimented 
with unverbalized learning. Miss Ruth Hostetler, 
who had taken over Miss Hendrix's duties, resumed 
her normal classes. 
Page Fift een 
The Business Education Department maintained 
th e distinction of being the ;argest department in 
coll ege, having 182 majors, 46 minors and 28 pre-
business adm ini stration students. This is an in-
crease of 18 majors over last year. With the 
increase in student enrollment the department added 
a former student, 1Tr. James F. Giffin, who re-
ceived his M.A. at Indiana University, and Miss 
Lela L. J ohn son to the staff. Dr. Stanley Robinson 
returned from 47 month s in the Navy where he 
attained the rank of Lieutenant Commander, to 
resume his duties in the department. Dr. Earl S. 
Dickerson serves as National President of Delta 
Pi Epsilon, honorary graduate fraternity in business 
education. 
Painters' Union 
Miss Parker, Miss 
Wheeler, Mr. Shull, 
Dr. Whiting, Mr. 
Countryman. 
Masters of Crescendo 
~Ii ss Balloon, l\Ir. Richardson, Miss Beuttel, Mr. Boyd, Mr. 
Crook, :\Iiss Hanson, D r. Dvorak. 
NUMEROUS EVIDENCES OF ART AND MUSIC ABILITIES 
The Art staff looks over new acquisitions for the 
department's collection of prints. The collection 
furnishes original materials fo r study and illustra-
tion in class work. Mr. Carl Shull was added to the 
staff because of the increased enrollment. About 
fifty art majors were listed for the year. The ex-
hibition of work by the faculty was held in Apri l, 
the annual showing of student work in May. Eight 
solo senior shows were given in April and May, 
each senior exhibiting selections of their four years' 
work. The senior composition class, under Mr. 
Calvin Countryman, did the murals in the new 
cafeteria. Miss Whiting worked as a co-chairman 
of committees to organize a state art teacht"rs' 
associaton. 
Eastern is nnw publi shing headquarters for the 
Illinois Music Education Association. Dr. Leo 
Dvorak, head of the Music Department, was elected 
president of the state-wide association, and Mr. 
T om Richardson, Eastern's new band director, was 
named editor. Mr. Richardson was band director 
at Wi ll iam Ha rlick Senior High School, Racine, 
\Visconsin, before coming here this fall. He spe-
cializes in original marcbng fo rmat ions. Music 
appreciation programs were cond ucted every Mon-
day afternoon from the tower studio of Eastern 
by Mr. Lee C. Crook of th e department. Miss 
Ruth A. Beuttel presented a voice recital during 
the winter quarter with Miss Mary Balloon as 
accompani~t. 
Page Sixteen 
Let's Move the Library 
Dr. Schaupp, Mr. Jensen, :\·[i ss Smock. 
Tongue-Twisters 
Miss deGagne, Mr. 
Harris, Miss Car-
man. 
LANGUAGE GETS TEMPORARY HEAD; LIBRARY GETS NEW HOME 
The Foreign Language Department this year 
was composed of Mr. Robert E. Harris, Miss 
Angela R. deGagne, and Miss Ruth Carman, in-
structors of Spanish, French and Latin, and Ger-
man, respectively. Mr. Harris filled the p osition of 
Dr. K evin Guinagh, who is on Sabbatical leave as 
a visiting professor a t Antioch College, Ohio, and 
Miss deGagne is teaching for Miss Elizabeth 
M ichael, who is on leave studying in France and 
Quebec. Canada. During the ~· ear a Spanish club 
and honor soc iety, L.::t Tertulia Espanola, designated 
by the G:·eek letters Lambda Tau Epsilon, was 
formed to foster spoken Spanish at Eastern. Miss 
Marietta Perez, a student from Medellen, 
Columbia, has contributed to this phase ·of the 
department. 
Page S evcnteen 
After a quarter of a century of planning, and 
after repeated attempts to persuade members of 
the legislature of the real need, a library building 
is to be erected at Eastern. Quarters have been 
inadequate for many years. Clearing of the site 
for the permanent building has now started. A t 
the opening of the spring quarter books were 
moved from the Ma in building to the temporary 
library. This is an improvement over the old quar-
ters and brings the whole book collect ion together 
where it can be in ve:-~toried. Mr. Thorkel H. J en-
sen has taken over the library duties of Miss 
Marg-aret Ekstrand while she i"s on leave at the 
University of Michigan. 
Social Hour 
Mr. Healey, Mr. 
Darling, Dr. White, 
Dr. Lantz, Mr. 
O'Brien, Mr. Kallen-
bach. 
Demitasse 
:\Ii ss Elli ott, :\[iss Bally, Dr. :\IcAfee, I\Iiss Hart, Miss Farians. 
ATHLETIC AREA CONSTRUCTION CRAMPS P. E. STYLE. 
'Men's Physical Education Department was 
seriously handicapped this spring when it came to 
getting its sports events under way. The difficulty 
came from the fact that the track and baseball 
fields, tennis courts, and golf course were torn up 
as a result of the construction work that is taking 
place on the campus and on "72." The staff, under 
the supervision of Dr. C. P. Lantz, still managed to 
turn out their· squads. Mr. Rex Darling returned 
to the staff from Indiana University and led the 
B-Team Football quad to an undefeated season. 
Cross-country got under way this year under the 
guidance of Dr. Clifton V/. \N'hite, newest ad-
dition to Eastern's athletic department from Ander-
son College, who is replacing Dr. Lloyd E. Burley, 
last year's long-run leader. Ivir. William Kallen-
bach completes the list of new members of the 
staff. 
The Women's Phvsical Ed ucation Department 
graduates its first r!;ajors this year, Mrs. Betty 
Monier and Miss Norma Clark. The major has 
been in operation only three years. Miss Dorothy 
Hart, who received her M.A. from the University 
of Illinois, is filling a temporary position on th.e 
staff while Miss Edith Haight is on Sabbatical 
leave, teaching at G~nking College, Nanking. 
China. There has been a tendency to combine the 
men's and women's departments in their major 
courses, such as anatomy, k ines iology and recrea-
tional leadership. This year, for the first time, men 
and women were taught First Aid and Safety by 
the Women's Department and a course in Camping 
taught by the Men's Department. 
Critique 
M r. E I I i o t, 1I r. 
Thrall , Mr. Quick, 
Dr. Klehm, Dr. Gal-
lington, Mr. Fowler, 
Dr. Landis. 
What's Coo!·in'? 
1Iiss Gaertner, Miss Priest, Dr. Schmalhausen, Dr. ::\[o rris, . 
1\Iiss Dev inney. 
INDUSTRIAL ARTS, HOME EC. TRAIN HOME MAKERS 
This year saw the retum of M r. Ewell Fowler 
as associate professor in woodwork He has been 
working toward his doctorate at the University of 
Missouri. Dr. Ralph Gallington, an associate pro-
fessor in fie ld of metal work, joined the staff. Dr. 
Russell Landis was active as consultant in voca-
tional education for veterans. Dr. vValter K lehm, 
head of the Industrial Arts Department, was active 
both on campus and in the J ndustrial Education 
field in Tllinois. He served as chairman of the 
Homecoming Parade this year, was a member of 
a state committee which wrote a series of Industrial 
Arts bulletins, and as vice-president in the Illinois 
Industt·ial Education Association, he arranged the 
program for the ~pring Convention wh ich was held 
in Chicago on April 2-5. 
Page Nineteen 
The dream of Eastern for a cafeteria has at last 
become realized under the direction of Mrs. Ruth 
Gaertner. Miss Hekn Devinney, formerly on the 
training school facu lty, was given a position on the 
college staff. The department, under the direction 
of Dr. Sadie Morris, secured Miss Margaret Priest 
to fi ll the training school home economics faculty 
vacancy. Dr. Schmalhauscn and Miss Devinney 
have made repeated trips to Chicago to attend 
meetings dealing with various aspects of the field 
such as textiles, clothing, and fa mily relations. 
Many favorable comments were received on the 
night sewing classe 3 conducted by the Senior girls 
for the G. I. \vives. 
Amps, Ohms, and Volts 
~[etter, 1\liller, Carrell, Dr. Railsback, 1Ir. Strader, Ur. 
Holzshauser, Dr. Lefler. 
Dr. Kenneth E. Damann joined the Botany Department this year. 
SCIENTISTS 
MINDS FOR 
Push the Middle 
Valve Down 
Dr. Phipps, Dr. Marcy 
Dr. Foreman 
H ere's to For the past four years he has been Chief Filtration Bacteriologist for 
the city of Chicago. An alga collected and ident ified by Dr. Damann 
since coming to Charleston is the fourth specimen of this species to 
have been collected and recorded in the world. Dr. Hiram F . Thut was 
chairman of the Botany Section of the Illinois State Academy of 
Science. He received a research grant from the Academy for the 
continuation of his studies of the effect of lig-ht on certain plant 
hybrids. Dr. Ernest L . Stover was elected president of the Illinois 
State Academy of Science. 
1Iiss Benell 
The Zoology Department plans to go to Lake of the Ozarks for 
thei r spring field trip. Dr. W. B. Murray and Dr. Kathryn Sommer-
man left the department last year. T heir places were filled by Dr. J. D. 
Black from Anderson College, Indiana, and Dr. H. E. Peterka from 
Nebraska State College, vVayne, Nebraska. This brings the teaching 
staff of the department to six members . 
The P hysics Department expanded several ways th is year. For a 
"Christmas present" they received several tons of steel shelving which 
they have had on order. T hi s dressed up the department equipment 
storage. A nevv transmitter and other equipment were adde·d to the 
Radio Club's equipment. T he department expanrlecl into a new class-
TRAIN ACTIVE 
MODERN LIVING 
Masters of 
Microscope 
D r. S t o v e r, D r. 
D a m a n 11, J o 11 e s, 
Leathers, Dr. Thut. 
Zoo Ho 
Dr. Black, Dr. Peterka, Dr. Cavins, Dr. Spooner, Dr. 
Scruggs, Dr. Hartley. 
Health 
Dr. Cavins 
room and set up a new laboratory. They e~panded office space to make 
room for additional staff. 
The Chemistry Department is going Hollywood in its extra-
curricular activities. The department again cooperated in the making 
of registration "glamor" photographs. Last year they took over re-
sponsibility for the educational fi lm program. All students who planned 
to teach were urged to learn how to operate a projector. This year an-
other proj ector has been added and the same type of work is being 
continued . .Dr. Sirlney R. Steele joined the staff. He served as process 
development chemist for the Gird ler Corporation of Louisville, 
Kentucky, before coming to Eastern. 
The college has an active Health Counci l, whose purpose is to 
formu late general policies and make recommendations to the admini-
stration in regard to health service, health instruction and environ-
mental conditions that affect health. Dr. Harold M. Cavins left the 
office of Dean of Men to do full-time teaching in Hygiene, Anatomy, 
and Mental Hygiene. Eastern this year employed a Health Coordina-
tor, lVIiss Florence Benell , thus joining the University of Illinois and 
the four other Illinois teacher-training colleges in participating in a 
state-\vide health education project. The Kellogg Foundation is sub-
sidizing the program. 
c 
A 
M 
p 
u 
s 
First R ow: 
York, C. Myers, T. 
Myers, Gwin, H.en-
nels, Smith, Y.l renn, 
Baird. 
Secoud R oa•: 
Hallowell , :-roocly, 
Nixon, Bishop. 
1 ewt Scrubs Up 
Seed Sowers 
Broom Squad 
c 
A 
R 
E 
T 
A 
K 
E 
R 
s 
Sims, Monier, White 
Page Twenty.two 
Go Forth and Do Likewise 
SENIORS LOOK BACK ON FOUR JOYOUS YEARS 
On June 4 the annual parade of royal robes 
and scholatic gowns ma rching to the stra ins 
of "Pomp and Circumstance" will lead one 
hundred thirty-seven members of the senior 
class to their -Commencement exercises. 
The Senior Class began its activities with 
class elections_ Bil l Carter w<ts elected presi-
dent. Jack Ulery, vice-president, and Earl 
Conley, secretary-treasurer. 
This class of 1948 takes with it many of 
the actual leaders of campus life and student 
organizations. In the field of publication the 
Page T 1..oenty- tl!ree 
seniors ·were represented by J ack M uthers-
bough, associate ed itor of the News and 
Shirlev Middlesworth, \Varbler editor. Arlene 
Swearingen was chosen Homecoming Queen. 
Seniors headed fourteen of the campus or-
ganizations. In athl etics Donald " Cocky" 
Davisson, Jim Sullivan, and Bi ll Carter were 
notable. 
June Bubeck headed the commi ttee for 
graduation announcements and Nora Lathrop, 
the committee for the Senior Dinner and 
Dance. 
Let's Get 
O uta Here 
Conley, Carter, 
U lery 
SENIOR CLASS OF 1948 
QUENTIN WJLSO ABR<\HAM ... Charleston ... Elementary Education: 
Social Science .... ROBERT LEE ANKENBRANDT . . . l\ft. Carmel .. . 
Geogmph·y: Social Science .... CHARUES BASEL ARZE~J, JR. ... Witt 
.. . Botany: Zoology, German . .. Kappa Delta Pi 3, 4; Science Club 1, 2, 3, 4; 
Zoology Seminar 1, 2, 3. 4; \Vrite1·'s Club 1. 2, 3; Livingston C. Lord Award 4; 
Art Club 1, 2 . . .. FRANCIS EDWARD BAILEY ... Willow Hill . . 
Mathematics: Chemistry, Physics ... Kappa Mu Epsilon 3, 4; College Ensemble 
1, 2; Mathematics Club 1, 2, 3, 4 .... JAMES OTHEL BAJLE•Y ... Claremont 
... Social Science: Geography ... . CHARLES ROYAL BARTH ... Cisne ... 
Industrial Arts: Geography ... Phi Sigma Epsilon 1, 2, 3, 4; Chaplain 3; In-
dustrial Arts Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Geography Club 2, 3, 4; Men's Union 3; Gamma 
Theta Upsilon 3, 4 ; President 4; Epsilon Pi Tau 4 .... ELIZABETH RUTH 
BAUGHMAN ... Edwardsville ... Social Science: Spanish, Geography . . . 
Delta Sigma Epsilon 1, 2, 3, 4; Recording Secretary 3; Vice-President 3; Presi-
dent 4; Panhellenic 2, 3, 4; Corresponding Secretary 2; President 4; Sigma 
Delta 1, 2, 3; President 2 ; News Staff 1, 2; Student Council 3; Forum 1, 2. 3, 4; 
Social Science Honor Society 3, 4; Secretary 4; Kappa Delta Pi 3, 4; Gamma 
Theta Upsilon 2, 3, 4; Secretary-Treasurer 3; Geography Club 1, 2; Who's Who 
3, 4 .. . . BURK EMIL BEERU . . . Charleston . . . Industrial Arts : Physics . 
. . . KATHLEEN RACHEL BELL . . St. Francisville .. . H ome Economics: 
Commerce, Chemistry ... Home Economics Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Commerce Club 1, 
2, 3; Science Club 1, 2 ; W.A.A. 1, 2; Wesley Fellowsh ip 1, 2. 
Abraham Arzeni F. E. Bailey J. 0. Bai ley 
Bell Barth Baughman Beerli 
Page T wentv-four 
Block 
Brehm 
Bond Bower Breen 
Brian Bryant Bubeck 
WILLIAM JOSEPH BLOCK . . . Mattoon ... Social Science: Geography ... 
News Staff 1 ; Forum 3, 4; President 4; Social Science Honor Society 3, 4; Kappa 
Delta Pi 4 . . .. ROY EDWARD BOLEY, JR. . .. Olney . .. Art: Geography, 
Social Science. . . ROBERT DANIEL BOND . .. Albion ... Chemistry: 
Mathematics, Physics ... Sigma Tau Gamma 1, 2, 3, 4; Science Club 1, 2, 3, 4; 
Br~sketballl , 2; Daseball 2 . . .. MARIANNE ROWER ... Bushton . .. Botany: 
Mathematics, Zoology ... . JAMES LOWELL BREEN ... Charleston ... 
Ph,ysical Education: Social Science . .. Phi Sigma Epsi lon 3, 4 .. .. ROBERT 
FRANK BREHM . . Decatur .. . Business Education: Social Science, Physical 
Ed ucation . . . Business Ed ucation Club I , 2, 3, 4 ; Baseball 2; Football 1', 2; 
Orchestra 3, 4; Sigma Tau Gamma 4 ... . J OH RICHARD BRIAN .. . St. 
Francisvi lle . .. Chemistry: Mathematics .. . Phi Sigma Epsilon 1, 2, 3, 4; Class 
Secretary-Treasurer 3 .... LEO EDWARD BRYANT . .. Charleston . . . 
Social Science: Business Education ... Sigma Tau Gamma 1, 2, 3, 4; Forum 1, 
2, 3, 4; Jr. Marshal. ... JUNE ELOISE BOBECK ... West U nion ... Business 
Education: Social Science, P hysical Education .. . Delta Sigma Epsilon 1, 2, 3, 4 ; 
Treasu rer 3; Corresponding Secretary 4; P i Omega Pi 2, 3, "4; Pi Omega Pi 
Award 1 ; W.A.A. 1, 2, 3, 4; Business Education Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Secretary-
Treasurer 2; Players 1; "Bits from Business" 1, 2, 3, 4; Assistant Editor 3; 
Editor 4 ; Wesleyan Fellowship 1, 2; Women's League Counci l 2; T reasurer 2; 
Kappa Delta Pi 3, 4; Campus Leader 3, 4; Junior Aide 3; Who's Who 4. 
SENIOR CLASS OF 1948 
Paae Twe11ty-five 
Buchanan Cache rat Campbell 
Clark 
Carter 
Catey Chapman ]. Coleman 
THOMAS LEROY EUCHA JAN . .. Bridgeport ... Physical Ed~tcation: 
Geography, Social Science ... . JACK W. BURGNER ... Charleston ... Art: 
Geography ... Class President 2; Art Club 1, 2, 3, 4; P resident 2; P hi Sigma 
Epsilon 1, 2, 3, 4; Kappa P i 4; Student Council. . . . ALBERT AUGUST 
CACHERAT ... Pana . . . Social Science : Geography ... Band 1, 2, 3, 4; 
Orchestra 1, 2, 3, 4; Forum 2, 3. 4; Football 1, 2; Geography Club 3, 4; Presi-
dent 3, 4; Veterans Club 3, 4; Men's Union 1, 2. 3, 4; Eastern State Club 4; 
Circulation Manager; Eastern Alumnus 3, 4 .... STACY J!\CK CAMPBELL 
... Danvi lle ... Chemistry: . .. Phi Sigma Epsi lon 1, 2, 3, 4; Amateur Radio 
Club 3, 4; Secretary-Treasurer 3; Band 1, 2, 3, 4. . . . WILLIAM LEE 
CARTER ... Charleston . .. Mathematics: Physical Educat ion ... Kenyon 
College 1 ; P hi Sigma Epsi lon 2. 3, 4 ; H istorian 4; Kappa Mu Epsilon 2, 3, 4; 
President 4; Student Counci l 2, 3, 4; Mathematics Club 2, 3, 4; Varsity Club 
2, 3, 4; Tennis 2, 3, 4 ; Karpa Delta Pi 4; Class President 4 .. . . HAROLD 
CARSON CATEY ... Greenup ... Ph;1siral Education: Art, Chemistry . .. 
MARY ELLEN CHAPMAN . . . Greenup ... Home Economics: Art, Chem-
istry . .. . NORMA JEAN CLARK ... Charleston .. . Physical Education: 
Music ... W .A.A. 1, 2, 3, 4; Vice-President 3; Mixed Chorus 3, 4; Ceci lians 
1, 2, 3, 4; Sigma Sigma Sigma 2, 3, 4; Eastern State Club 3, 4 .... JOSEPH 
LOGAN COLEMAN . .. Willow Hill . .. 1\lusic: Physics ... Band 1, 2, 3, 4; 
Chorus 1, 2, 3, 4; Orchestra 1, 2, 3, 4 ... . 
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VICTOR WARREN COLEMAN . . . Willow Hill . .. Botany: Zoology 
Science Club 2, 3, 4; Seminar 2, 3, 4; Writer's Club 2, :3 : Forum 1, 2 .... 
ERNEST FREMONT CRAMER ... Industrial Arts: Geography ... Indus-
trial Art Club 4; Epsilon Pi Tau 4 .. . . EUGENE PATRICK COLLING ... 
Mt. Carmel ... Music: Social Science .... JOH~ EARL CONLEY ... Charles-
ton ... Math ematics: Physics ... Mathematic Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Kappa Mu Epsilon 
2, 3, 4; Phi Sigma Epsilon 2, 3, 4; Kappa Delta Pi . . .. ALLYN AUSTIN 
COOK .. . Dudley . . . Bo tany: Zoology ... Sigma Tau Gamma 1, 2, 3, 4 .. .. 
DOROTHY ANN CORZINE ... Chicago ... Hom .• ? E co,wmics: Chemistry 
. . . Home Economics Club 1, 2, 3, 4: Treasmer 2; President 4; Wesley Fellow-
ship 2; W .A.A. 1, 2; Art Club 1, 2; Science Club 2 . . . . GEORGE HARMAN 
CRAWFORD ... Rosamond .. . Social S ciencc: Physical Education ... Sigma 
Tau Gamma 1, 2, 3, 4 .... DONALD WALTER DAVISSON ... Bethany ... 
Physical Education: Geography ... Sigma Tau Gamma 3, 4; Football 1, 2, 3, 4; 
Baseball 1, 2; Basketball 1; Campus Leaner 4; Honorary Football Captain 3 ... . 
BERNADINA MARIE DAY .. . Lerna ... Elementary Education : Art, Social 
Science ... Cecilians 1; Art Club 2, 3, 4: A.C.E. 1, 2, 3, 4; Women's League; 
Independent League 3 .... ROBERT MARVIN DECKER . . . Flora . . . 
Social Science: Geography .. . Gamma Theta Upsilon 2, 3, 4; Geography Club 
2, 3 .: Vice-President of Gamma Theta Upsi lon 4; Forum 2. 3, 4; Vice-President 3; 
Social Science Honor Society 3, 4 .... MADEI,INE DOYLE ... Pana ... 
Music: Physical Education.· .. Cecilians 1, 2, 3, 4; Chorus 3, 4 .: Majorette 1, 2, 
3; W.A.A. 2, 3, 4; ,Pem Hall Council 4; Sigma Sigma Sigma 3, 4 . . . . DOYLE 
KEITH DRESSBACK ... Robison . .. Business Education: Social Science ... 
Class Vice-President 1, 3; Campus I,eader 4; Golf Team 3; Eastern State Club 
1, 2, 3, 4 ; Commerce Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Phi Sigma Epsi lon 1, 2, 3, 4 .... 
V. Coleman 
Day 
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ALBERT HENRY ECKERT .. . Yorktown . .. Mathematics: Physics 
Sigma Tau Gamma 1, 2, 3, 4: Hi storian 4; Kappa Mu Epsil on 1, 2, 3, 4; Alpha 
Phi Omega 3, 4 ; Mathematic Club 1, 2, 3; Science Club 2, 3 ; Football 1. . . . 
LEO. AL QUE TE. ELLIOTT ... Casey ... Physical E ducation: Social 
Science, Industrial Arts .. .. IMOGENE EDNA ENGEL .. . Strasburg . . . 
Business Education: Social Scit>nce . . . Gamma Delta 1, 2, 3, 4; Educational 
Chairman 1 ; President 2: International Secretary 3; Delegate to National Con-
vention 2, 3, 4; Pi Omega P i 3, 4; Secretary-Treasurer 4; Commerce Club 2, 3, 
4; W.A.A. 2, 3, 4; Letter Award 4; News Staff 3; "Bits from Business" 2, 4; 
Cecilians 2 ; Art Club 1; Home Economics Club 1; Honors 2 .... EMMA JANE 
ENGLISH .. . Paris . . . M ·usic : Social Science . .. Band 1, 2, 3, 4; Cecilians 
1, 2, 4; O rchestra 2, 3; Mixed Chorus 3, 4; Forum 1, 2; \Vesley Fellowship 4; 
Messiah 2, 4; Opera "Bartered B1·icle" 3; Mixed Ensemble 4; Vl .A.A. 2, 3 ... . 
RICHARD WAYNE FALLEY .. . Louisville ... Plrvsics: Mathemati cs . . . 
Kappa Sigma Kappa 4; Amateur Radio Club 3, 4; Sdence Club 1, 2, 4 . . . . 
WILMA LEE FOX .. . Palestine .. . Hume Economics: Botany . .. Home 
Economics Club 1, 2, 3, 4: Cecilians 1, 2, 3; W.A.A. 1, 2, 3; Phi Beta 3, 4 .... 
THOMAS MONTOOTH F REERATRN . .. Pittsburg, Pa ... . PhysicaZ 
Education: Social Science .... lOLA FAY FRITTS ... Tavlorville ... Social 
Science: Geography . . . W.A.A. 1, 2, 3, 4; Letter Award 4 ; ·Geography Club 4 . 
. . . MERRIT J. FUSON ... Charleston ... Social Science: English, Geography 
... Social Science Honor Society 3, 4; Kappa Delta Pi 4 .. . . 
Eckert Elliott Engel Engli sh 
Falley Freebairn Fritts Fuson 
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Harwood Hill Howell 
PAUL JENKINS GIBSON . . . Mt. Carmel .. . Industrial Arts: Physical Edu-
cation . .. . EMERY VANCE GIFFORD ... Hunt .. . Social Science : English 
... Forum 1, 4; English Club 4; Social Science Honor Society 3, 4 . . . . WILBUR 
CLARENCE GREEN ... Mt. Olive ... Social Science: Spanish, Geography .. 
. . . WILMA IRE E GUTHRIE .. . Cowden ... H ome Economics: Chemistry . 
. . . Kappa Delta Pi 3, 4; President 4; Writer's Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Sigma Tau Delta 
1, 2, 3, 4 ; President 2 ; Home Economics Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Wesley Club 2, 3; 
Science Club 2; Players 1 ; W.A.A. 1, 2; Delta Sigma Epsilon 2, 3, 4 ; Treasurer 
4 .. . . JAMES , RICHARD HANDWERK ... Charleston ... Business 
Education: Social Science, Geography . .. Varsity Club; Business Education 
Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Sigma Tau Gamma 1, 2, 3, 4 . . .. HARRY THOMAS HARPER 
. . . Oakland ... Social Science: Business Education . .. . HELEN CLARA 
HARSHBARGER ... A rcola ... Business Education: Social Science. . .. 
DONNA CLOTU,DE HARWOOD ... Ridgefarm .. . Art : Speech . ... 
DO ALD FREEMAN H ILL ... Charleston ... Social Science: Geography 
. . . Sigma Tau Gamma 1, 2, 3, 4; Men's U nion 3 .... KEITH HOLMAN 
HO\VELL ... Beecher City .. . Botany : Business Education, Zoology ... 
Commerce Club 1, 2 ; Science Club 3, 4; Seminar 3, 4; Christian Fellowship 3, 4. 
DOROTHY ROWENA HOY ... Sullivan . . . Music: English . . . Mixed En-
semble 2; Cecilians 1, 2, 3, 4; Band 1, 2, 3, 4; A Cappella Choir 3, 4; Mess iah 
2, 4; Soloist 2, 4; Dance Recital 1; Voice Recital 4; Opera "Bartered Bride" 3; 
Panhel!enic 4; Phi Beta 3, 4 ; Treasurer 3; Pres id ent 4 .... 
SENIOR CLASS OF 1948 
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Hoy 
Hutton Jenkins 
Johnson 
Jackson 
Jones Keith 
Jarboe 
Kirchhofer 
DONALD WAYNE HUTTO • ... Mattoon ... Social S c·icncc : Geography 
... Sigma Tau Gamma 1, 2, 3, 4; Theta Alpha Phi 3, 4; Players 1, 2, 3, 4; Stage 
Manager~- ... \VARRE:--T KEITH JACKSO?\T .. . Shelbyville .. . hdustrial 
Arts: Social Science . .. Industrial Arts Club 1, 2, 3, 4 . .. . ROSE EDl\~A 
JARBOE ... Grayville . .. Business Ed~tcation : Social Science ... Business 
Education Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Cccilians 1, 2 ; Mixed Chorus 3; Eastern State Club 4; 
Women's League President ..:J.; Sigma Sigma Sigma 1, 2, 3, 4; President 3; Stu-
dent Council4; Who's Who 4 .... ELVA DEAN JENKINS . . . ~ ·ewton ... 
Social Science: F rench, Geography ... Geography Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Secretary-
T reasurer 3, 4; Gamma Theta Upsi lon 2, 3, 4; Secretary-Treasurer 4; Forum 
1, 2 ; Social Science Honor Society 4 . . .. MARILYN BERTHA JOHNSON 
. .. Edgewood ... B usincss Education· Social Science .... EARL WILLIAM 
J ONES ... Flat Rock .. . Zo ,;logy: Botany .. .. CLYDE JEROJ\IE KEITH 
... Charleston ... Busit,css Education: Social Science . .. Commerce Club 1, 
2, 3, 4; Varsity Basketball 1, 2 .... DON WILLIAN! KIRCHHOFER . .. 
Shumway ... M athenwtics: Physics . . . Phi Sigma Epsilon 1, 2, 3, 4; Science 
Club 1, 2, 3; Mathematic Club 1, 3; Gamma Delta 1, 2, 3, 4; Treasurer 4 . . . . 
SENIOR CLASS OF 1948 
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BARBARA JANE KNOTT ... Charleston .. Music: Social Science 
Sigma Sigma Sigma 1, 2, 3, 4; Opera "Bartered Bride" 3; Soloist; Campus 
Leader 3 ... . JAMES FRANCIS KNOTT ... Charleston .. . Business 
Education: Social Science .. .. ELEANOR CURTIN KRASK ... Decatur ... 
Art: Social Science ... Kappa Pi 1, 2, 3, 4; Vice-President 2; President of 
Pemberton Hall 3; Kappa Pi Treasurer 4; Delta Sigma Epsilon 4; Art Club 1, 
2, 3, 4: Artist Guild 3, 4 . . .. BERNARD JEAN LANCE ... Mt. Carmel .. . 
Industrial Arts : Physical Education ... Industrial Arts Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Epsi lon 
Pi Tau 3, 4; Geography Club 2 .... NORMA JUNE LATHROP ... Sumner 
... Mathematics: English, Social Science ... Mathematic Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Presi-
dent 3; Kappa l\1[ u Epsilon 2, 3, 4; Vice-President Club Arcadian 3; Club Ar, 
cadian 2, 3, 4; Forum 2, 3, 4; Treasurer 3; Secretary 4; Kappa Delta Pi 3, 4; 
Vice-President 4; Independent League 2, 3; Secretary 2; \V.A.A. 1, 2; Wesley 
Fellowship 3, 4; Sigma Tau Delta 3, 4; Secretary 4; English Club 4; Secretary 4 . 
. . . HERBERT JAMES J__,EE .. . Casey ... 111usic: Zoology . . .. MERLE 
ALLEN LOCKYER ... Litchfield ... Social Science : Mathematcis ... . 
WANDA RUTH LONGBONS ... Albion . .. Music : English ... Mixed En-
semble 1, 2; Cecilians 2, 3, 4; President 4; A Capvella Choir 1, 2, 3, 4; Rand 2, 
3, 4; Messiah 2, 4; Soloist 2, 4: Opera "Bartered Bride" 3; Soloist; Voice Re-
cital 4; Phi Beta 3, 4; Recording Secretary 3; Treasurer 4 . . . . MARY 
EVADENE LOWRY ... Effingham ... Music: Geography .. . Gamma Theta 
Upsi lson; Cecilians 4; Chorus 4; Phi Beta 3. 4 . .. . GROVER LEE MALAN 
. . Patoka . .. Physical Education: Industrial Arts, So:.:ial Science .... 
Krask 
Longbons 
Lance 
Lowry 
Lathrop 
Malan 
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JEAN HIGHLEY l\fANl!ELI, . .. Neoga .. . Physical Rducation: Social 
Science, Zoology . . .. ROBERT BERTIS McCARTY ... Paris . .. Mathe-
matics: Physics .. . Kappa Sigma Kappa 3, 4; Kapp:l Mu Epsilon 2, 3, 4; 
Treasurer 4; Kappa Delta Pi 4; Men's Glee Clnb 1, 2; Science Club 3, 4; Presi-
dent 4; Mathematic Club 1, 2, 3, 4 .. . . ALBERT BUREN McCLURE .. . 
Rardin ... Physical Bduca~ion: Geography, Social Science ... Football 1, 2, 3; 
Varsity Club 3, 4; Trailorville Council 3; Sigma Tau Gamma 3, 4 .... MAR-
JORIE LOUISE McGEE . . . Newman . . . Mathematics : Social Science, 
Physics . .. Mathematic Club 1, 2. 3. 4; V ice-President 4; Band 1; Wesley 
Fellowship 1. ... EMMA CATHERINE McQUEEN . .. Robison . .. Elemen-
tary Education: Social Science . .. A.C.E. 1, 2, 3, 4; Vice-President 2; President 
3; Wesley Fellowship 1, 2, 3; Orchestra 2; Band 2, 3; Panhellenic 4; Assembly 
Board 4; Secretary 4; Sigma Sigma Sigma 1, 2, 3, 4; Keeper of Grades 3; 
President 4; Eastern St:lte Club 4 . ... R YMOND EARL METTER .. . 
Charleston ... . M athmwtics: Physics, Chemistry . . .. KENNETH MICHAEL 
. . . Highland .. . Mathematics: Physical Education ... Kappa Sigma Kappa 
3, 4; Band 1, 2, 3, 4 .... SHIRLEY JEAN 1IDDLESWORTH .. . Charleston 
.. . English: Spanish, Social Science ... Sigma Sigma Sigma 1, 2, 3, 4; Cor-
responding Secretary 2; Vice-President 4; Women's League 1 ; Attendant to 
Homecoming Queen 2; Assistant Football Greeter 2; Class President 2; Sigma 
Tau Delta 2, 3, 4; Secretary-Treasurer 2 ; President 4; Student Counci l 2; News 
Staff 1, 2, 3; Sigma Delta 1, 2; Kappa Delta Pi 3, 4; Treasurer 4; Who's Who 
3, 4; Campus Leader 3, 4; Head Aide 3; Warbler Staff 1, 3, 4; Assistant Editor 
3; Editor 4 .. .. 
Manuell 
McQueen 
McCarty 
l\Ietter 
l\IcClure 
),Iichael 
:McGee 
Middlesworth 
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HAROLD ALVA MILLER ... Newman ... Industrial A rts: P hys ical Educa-
tion . . .. RA Yl\IIOND EDWARD MILLER . .. Mt. Carmel ... Industrial Arts: 
Physical Education .... ROY MAl,COM MILLER .. . Bushton . .. Physics: 
Mathematics, Chemistry . .. Phi Sigma Epsilon 1, 2, 3, 4; President 4 . . . . 
BILLY CHECKLEY MILLER ... Mattoon .. . Mathematics: P hysics ... . 
MARIAN PEARCE MILLS .. . Palestine ... Mathematics: Social Science . . . 
Mathematic Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Vice-President 3; Kappa Mu Epsilon 2, 3, 4 ; Forum 
2, 3, 4; Kappa Delta Pi 3, 4; Historian 4; Club Arcadian 3, 4; Band 1, 2; 
Cecilians 1 ; Christian Fellowship 3, 4 .... BETTY RUTH MONIER . .. 
Charleston . .. Physical Education: Business Education, Geography .. . Science 
Club 1 ; Commerce Club 1; Delta Sigma Epsiion 1, 2, 3, 4; W.A.A. 1, 2, 3, 4; 
Business Manager 3, 4; Sigma Delta 2, Publications Board 4; Eastern State 
Club 3, 4; Spring Sweetheart 2; W ho's Who 3; Junior Aide 3; Campus Leader 
3, 4; \\Tomen's League 2, 3; Publicity 3 . .. . RANDALL A. MONTGOMERY 
... F lat Rock . . . Physiml Education: Social Science, Geography ... Basketball 
1, 2 ; Boys' Chorus 2; Sigma Tau Gamma 3, 4 .... ALLEN SNIDER MONTS 
... Charleston .. . Industrial Arts: Social Science .... CHARLES EMMETT' 
MOORE .. . Decatur ... Business Education: Social Science .. . EMIL KIRK 
MOORE . .. Charleston ... Industrial Arts: P hysical Education ... Phi Sigma 
Epsilon 1, 2, 3, 4; Warbl er Staff 1, 2, 3, 4; Business Manager 2, 3; Photographer 
1, 2, 3, 4; News Photographer 1, 2, 3; Men's Onion 2; Eas tern State Club 1, 2, 
3, 4; P ublication Board 2, 3, 4; Industrial Arts Club 1, 2, 3, 4; President 2 ; 
Trailorville Mayor 1, 2; Sigma Delta 1, 2 3 4; Epsilon P i Tau 4 . ... 
FLORENCE ROLE TE MOORE ... Clav Citv .. . Elen1.enta1"v Education: 
Social Science .... MARTHA KATHERjNE MURPHY ... Sullivan ... 
Hom e Econ omics: Chemistry . .. . 
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JOHN HERVEY MUTHERSBOlJGH ... Mattoon ... Social Science: 
Journalism, Geography . . . Sigma Tau Gamma 3. 4; Vice-President 4; 
Class President 3; News Staff 2, 3, 4; Sports Editor 3; Associate Editor 4; 
Warble1· Sports Editor 3, 4; Eastern Alumnus Editor 4; Student Council 3, 4; 
Players 2; Eastern State Club Vice-President 3; Who's \ Vho 3, 4; Campus 
Leader 3, 4; Stuclent Assembly Board 4; Apportionment Board 4 . . . . MARTHA 
ELLEN NAPOLI ... Charleston ... Zoolo_qy: Botany .. .. HELEN MAE 
NEESE .. . Hindsboro ... Zoology: Botany .. .. EUGENE FARRELL 
NORMA ... Charleston . . . Art: English ... Art Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Sigma 
Tau Gamma 2, 3, 4; Kappa Pi President 4 .... MAURICE EMMETT 
O'DONNELL ... Effingham ... Social Science: Engli sh .... AN IA 
KATHRYN OSBORN ... Sumner . .. English: Social Science ... Sigma 
Sigma Sigma 3, 4 ... . JACOB WENDEL OUSLEY ... Newman ... Physics: 
Mathematics. ALPHA DOMENICO PERFETTI . . . Panama . .. Geograph:r 
Social Science, Spanish ... High Honors 3; Gamma Theta Upsilon 3, 4; Phi 
Sigma Epsilon 2, 3, 4; Spanish Club 4 .... 
SENIOR CLASS OF 1948 
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LEONARD LAVERNE POURCHOT ... Charleston ... So cial Science: 
Speech ... Forum 3, 4; Treasurer 4; Kappa Delta Pi 4; Sigma Tau Delta 3, 4; 
Playet·s 3; Play "School for Scandal" 3 .... EVA ~IARJE PRICE ... Dupo .. . 
Art: Home Economics ... Sigma ·Sigma Sigma 2, 3, 4; VI' omen's League 4 . . . . 
MARTHEL GERTRUDE RENNELS ... Charleston ... Art: English . . . 
Art Club 1, 2, 3, 4; President 2; Homecoming Play "Dear Ruth" 4; English Club 
4; Players 4 ; Modern Dance 4; W.A.A. 4 .... MYRA JEAN RICHARDS ... 
Charleston ... Busint!ss Education: Social Science ... Commerce Club 1, 2, 3. 4 ; 
Pi Omega Pi 3, 4; Vice-Pres ident 4; Cecilians 2 ; Wesley Fellowship 1, 2 ; "Bits 
from Business" 1, 2, 3, 4 .... JOH1 LINCOLN ROBERTS ... Charleston . .. 
Business Educatinn: Social Science, Speech ... Business Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Presi-
dent; P layers & Theta Alpha Pi 3; Pi Omega Pi President 4; Junior Marshall 
3; Who's Who 3, 4; Sigma Tau Gamma 3, 4; Eastern State Club 3; Dramatic & 
Forensics Board 3, 4; Campus Leader 3; Roles in Dramatic Productions 1, 2, 3, 4 . 
. . . THOMAS HARLAN ROTHCHILD .. . Charleston ... Social Science: 
Speech . .. Campus Leader 4 .. . . MARY LOU ROWLAND .. . Robinson ... 
Elementary Education: Social Sc-ience . .. A.C.E . 1, 2, 3, 4; Treasurer 2; \Vesley 
Fellowship 1. 2; Cecilians 1, 2; Secretary of Pemberton Hall 4; Sigma Sigma 
Sigma 1, 2, 3, 4 .... FRANK GERALD RUTGER ... Mattoon ... Mathe-
matics: Physics ... Science Club 1, 2, 3; Mathematic Club 3, 4; Industrial Arts 
Club 1, 2, 3; Sigma Tau Gamma 2, 3, 4 ... MARY KATHRYN SCHOUTE~ 
... Charleston ... Music: Physical Education ... Mixed Chorus 2, 3, 4; Cecilians 
1; Flute Trio 1, 2; Orchestra 2, 3, 4; Band 1. 2, 3, 4; Secretary-Treasurer 4; 
W .A.A. 2, 3, 4 .... J~ CK LEE SENS1NT~FFAR . . . Charleston ... Zo ology: 
Botany ... EARL I HO:MPSON SHEFI• IELD ... Hoopeston .. . Mathe-
matic s: Chemistry, Physics, Social Science . . . Phi Sigma Epsilon; Secretarv· 
Treasurer 1; Mathematic Club; Student Council 1. . . . ROY EUGE)(E 
SHEPPARD Indianola . .. Cho?mistr)': Mathematics, Physics. · .. . 
Pourchot 
Schouten 
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MAXINE RHOAD S SHJEI,DS ... Charleston ... Music: Social Science . .. 
Phi Beta 3, 4 .. .. R OBERT DALE SHIELDS ... Charleston . .. Social 
Science: Geography .. . Sigma Tau Gamma 1, 2, 3, 4 ; Gamma Theta Upsilon; 
Forum; Geography Club .... EVELYN R OMONA SPERRY ... Altamont 
.. . Social Science: Geography ... University of I ll inois 1 ; W esley Feilowship 
2, 3, 4; President 4 ; P orum 3, 4 ; Social Science Honor Society 3, 4; Treasurer. 
... FORREST DAVID SUYCOTT ... Villa Grove ... Music: Social Science . 
. . . ARLENE SWEART:-.JGEN .. . Mattoon . .. Elenuntary E ducation: Social 
Science ... Sigma Sigma Sigma 1, 2, 3. 4; Keeper of Grades 4; W .A.A. 1, 2, 3, 4 ; 
Home E conomics Club 1; A.C.E. 1, 2, 3, 4; Modern Dance 4; Rose of S igma 
Tau Gamma 2; Women's L eague Council 4 ; ·who's \Vho 4; Campus Leader 4; 
Homecoming Queen 4 . .. ·vrVJAN NADINE SWINFORD .. . Windsor . . . 
H ome Economics: Chemistry . . . Kappa Delta Pi 4; Horne Economics Club 1, 
2, 3, 4; Art Club 1; W esley Fellowship 1. 2, 3, 4 ; Science Club 3 .... KENNETH 
LLOYD TAYLOR . .. Nokomis .. . Phvsical Ed~tcation: Social Science . .. 
Sigma Tau Gamma 1, 2, 3, 4 . . . . MARJORIE PEARL TEFFT ... Charleston 
.. . Speech: English, Social Science . .. Players 1, 2, 3, 4; Theta A lpha Phi 3, 4; 
ews Staff 1, 2; Sigma Delta 1, 2; Writer 's Club 2; Debate 2; Pi Kappa Delta 
2, 3, 4: Sigma Sigma Sigma 1, 2, 3, 4; Panhcllenic 2. 3; President 3; Home-
coming Play 2, 3; Student Publications Board 1, 3 .. .. 
1\I. Shields R. Shields Sperry 
Taylor 
Suycott 
Swearingen Swinford Tefft 
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LAWRENCE VINCENT THREAD ... Bone Gap ... Geography: Physical 
Education, Social Science .... BOB DEAN TIPSWORD . .. Charleston ... 
Physical Education: Social Science .. . Sigma Tau Gamma 1, 2, 3, 4 .. .. JACK 
\V. ULERY .. . Mishawaka .. . Chemistry: Physical Education . .. Ph i Sigma 
Epsilon 1, 2, 3, 4; Vice-President 4; Alpha Phi Omega 3, 4; President 3; Class 
Vice-President 4 .... TOHANNF WALKER . . . Charleston ... Home 
Economics: Chemistry . " .. Sigma Sigma Sigma 1, 2, 3, 4; Cheedeader 2, 3; 
Attendant to Homecoming Queen 3; Class Secretary 2 ... . JOSEPH AARRON 
WALTON ... Charleston ... Ph}•sical Education: Industrial Arts, Zoology . 
. . . BERNARD LEROY WAREN .. . Hume ... Mathematics: Physical Edu-
cation, Social Science . .. Forum 1; Mathematic Club 2, 3, 4; Kappa Mu Epsilon 
3, 4; Varsity Club 3, 4; Student Counci l 1, 4; President of Y[en's Union 4; Phi 
Sigma Epsilon 3, 4; Quartermaster 3, 4; Apportionment Board 4; \Vho's Who 4; 
Campus Leader 4 .... MORRIS DEAN WARNER ... Sigel .. . Industrial 
Arts: Botany ... Phi Sigma Epsi lon 2, 3, 4; Epsilon Pi Tau 3, 4; Industrial Arts 
Club 1, 2, 3, 4 ... . WILLIS HENRY WEBER . .. Roano ... Mathematics: 
Chemistry, Physics . . . Mathematic Club 3, 4; Kappa Mu Epsilon 1, 2, 3, 4 . 
. . . NORMA JEAN WEGER ... F lat Rock ... Business Education: Social 
Science ... Business Club 1, 2, 3, 4; "Bits from Business" 1, 2, 3, 4; Club 
Arcadian 3,-4; Secretary-Treasurer 4; Forum 3; Wesley Fellowship 3, 4; Treas-
urer 4 .. . . BETTY FAYE WELLMAN ... Chrisman . .. Geograph y : Social 
Science ... Sigma Sigma Sigma 2, 3, 4; Homecoming Play "Snafu" 3 .. .. 
NANCY WHITE ... Charleston ... Business Education : ... MacMurray 
College 1; Commerce Club 2, 3, 4 ; Wesley Fellowship 2, 3, 4 .. . . 
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Woolford York 
RALPH ROBERT WHITE . .. Rose Hill . . . 
Industrial A rts : 1 Social Science . . . . RALPH 
WILLIA lVI WTDENER ... Mattoon ... Speech: 
English, Social Science .. . Greenville College 1 ; 
Centralia Jr. College 2 ; Pi Kappa Delta 3, 4; De-
bate 3, 4; Oratorv 3, 4; S I. N. U. Tournament :) ; 
3rd place State -Tournament; DeKalb 4 ; Forum 
3, 4 ; Alpha Phi Omega 3. 4; Secretary 4 ; Radio 
Staff 3, 4; Director Friday Radio Programs 3, 4; 
Honors 3, 4; Advisor Eastern State Eagle 4: 
Church Minister 1, 2, 3, 4 ... . DOROTHY JEAN 
WINKLER . .. Charleston ... Social Scien ce: 
Geographv ... Sigma Sigma Sigma 3, 4 .. . . 
WILMA ETHEL WI iT£RS . . . West York .. . 
Social Science: Eng! ish, Physical Education . . . 
W .A.A. 1, 2, 3, 4 : Social Science Honor Society . 
. . . MARY ELIZABETH WOOLFORD . .. 
Charieston ... En_qlish: Social Science ... Sigma 
Sigma Sigma 2, 3, 4: Campus Leader 4. 
MARY ETHEL YORK . . . Charlesto:1 . . . 
Chemistry: Zoology. 
UNCLASSIFIED 
Winters 
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Bane Geckler 
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JUNIORS POINT TOWARD FINAL YEAR 
The Juniors find themselves one s1ep below their goal. Many members of the 
Junior class have distinguished themselves in the activities of the college. The 
inf-luence of the veterans in this class is seen by the number of class members who 
were participating in athletic events. Among the members winning varsity 
letters were Howard Barnes, Charles Gross, Neal Hudson, Don Johnson, Joe 
Kruzich, LeeRoy LaRose, Jim Sexson, Bob Sink, Robert Drolet, William Monier, 
Richard Spillers, Jack Miller, and Robert Olson. All of the officers of the varsity 
club were from the Junior class. Th activities of the Junior class included 
majorette, Jeanne Ashby; student radio director, Allan Corbin; and president of 
Newman Club, Libby Harrington. Juniors on the N ews Staff wet·e Elenore 
Moberley, Carolyn Hill, Bill Downey, Warren Specht, and Hal Hubbard. Repre-
senting the Juniors in dramatics were Don Musselman, J can Potter, and John 
Tolch. Marguerite Rhodes was active in speech tournaments and debates. The 
officers of the class were Allan Corbin, president; Leslie Barnhart, vice-president; 
and Bob Olson, secretary-treasurer. 
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Conl ey 
Connell 
Cooley 
Co rbin 
Cri sp 
Dani els 
Davis 
D ietku s 
Downey 
Easton 
Everson 
F illipitch 
F irebaugh 
Freeland 
Goetz 
Goff 
A. Goleman 
D. Goleman 
Gressel 
Griffi n 
Harrington 
Henry 
Hicks 
Hill 
J. Holaday 
P. Holaday 
Howerton 
Howey 
Inyart 
Jeanguenat 
Johnson 
L. Jones 
S. Jon es 
Kingery 
Krick 
Kruzich 
Laffoon 
Largent 
Layden 
Love 
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Mayer 
McCullough 
l1vicElroy 
McNutt 
Meeker 
L Middleton 
R Middleton 
D. Miller 
G. Mi ller 
I. Miller 
J. Miller 
E . Mitchell 
I- Mitchell 
Moberley 
Needham 
Noffke 
Norviel 
Olson 
Pilger 
Popham 
Pyle 
Reat 
Rennels 
Rhodes 
Richa rds 
Richmond 
Riley 
Roberts 
R ogers 
R osebraugh 
Rutger 
Sayler 
Schneiter 
Sharret 
H. Smith 
V. Smith 
Sorensen 
Specht 
Stanhope 
Stewart 
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Sullivan 
Tate 
Taylor 
Thull 
Tillman 
Tingley 
Tobias 
T olch 
Urbancek 
Weiler 
W hi te 
Wilcoxon 
Williams 
B. Wilson 
E. Wilson 
Winnett 
Wiseman 
Woodard 
Wrenn 
Wright 
Scribbler 
Kibler 
Hammond, 
Morgan, 
Kibler 
The Strut's 
The Thing 
SOPHS STEP OUT IN FRONT 
The big class of '50 has moved up a mark. No longer freshmen, this class 
with such a high veteran memhership has rolled up an impressive record of 
achievements during this school year. For their officers, the class chose Steve 
Morgan as president, John Hammond as vice-president, and Rose ::\Iarie Kibler 
as secretary-treasurer. The sophomores were active in every phase of campus 
activities. Sue Palmer was chosen as a cheerleader and Betty Carrell \Yas elected 
by the student body to act as official Greete1· at footba ll games. She was assisted 
by Grace Hance. These girls were supporting many men from their own class·-
during the footba ll season they cheered for Leo Slovikoski, Lou Stivers, Wes 
Hilligoss, and Jack Robertson. At the basketball games they watched Ray 
Demoulin, E lmo Hi lderbrand, and Roy Klay. First baseman Art Glad was chosen 
as the most valuable to his team last year. In the field of dramatics, ~Iary Patton, 
Don Musselman, John Tolch, and Martha Butler starred in several productions. 
William Ensign was Eastern's drum major and chairman of the Student Assem-
bly Board. Jahala Foote represented her class in debate and speech tournaments . 
Sophomore attendant to the Queen was Betty Kirkham. 
SOPHOMORE CLASS 
raoe F o rfJ,' ·SC1..'eH 
Aikman 
Alexander 
Anderson 
Arney 
Ayers 
Bailey 
I. Baker 
M. Baker 
Balcerzak 
Barrett 
Barth 
Belcher 
Bence 
Benham 
R. Bennett 
B. Bennett 
Bevis 
Boyer 
Bozarth 
Brandt 
Brant 
Brauer 
Brehmer 
Breininger 
Bruce 
K. Briggs 
W . Briggs 
Broughton 
Brown 
Brewer 
Buckler 
Bullard 
Burgoon 
Bushur 
A. Butler 
H. Butler 
Buzzard 
B. Byers 
P. Byers 
Cable 
Camfield 
Ca rmi chael 
Carpenter 
Carrell 
Carruthers 
C. Carter 
l\I. Carter 
Casino 
Casteel 
Ccarlock 
C. Clark 
G. Clark 
C. Cohoon 
Cook 
D. Cohoon 
Comstock 
Coon 
Cooper 
Coulter 
Crews 
Cross 
Curlin 
Dahlgren 
David 
Davidson 
F. Da\·is 
·w. D. Davis 
'vV. E. Davis 
Deahl 
Denny 
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Die! 
Doak 
G. Drake 
V. Drake 
Draper 
E lli ott 
Ensign 
Epley 
Evey 
Farrell 
Fausett 
Felix 
Fender 
Fidler 
Fitzgerald 
F loski 
Foerster 
Foote 
Foss 
Foster 
Fox 
Franklin 
Frew 
Fullerton 
Furr 
Gaddis 
Gaines 
Garner 
Gentry 
Gibson 
Gindler 
Glad 
Goebel 
Green 
Greene 
Grennan 
Grismer 
Grote 
Grove 
Grubaugh 
C. Hall 
W. Hall 
Hamilton 
Hance 
Hanks 
Hassler 
Haycraft 
Helm ling 
Henschen 
Hilligoss 
Hoehn 
Honn 
Humes 
Hutchings 
Isley 
Jacobs 
Jeangu cnat 
Jenkins 
J ohnson 
J ohnston 
Kaplan 
Kass 
Kelley 
Kennedy 
K erans 
Ketchie 
Kible1· 
Kiggins 
Kilman 
King 
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Kirkham 
Kirts 
Kitch en 
Klay 
Klette 
Kn oll enberg 
Knop 
K oesterer 
K olhus 
Larimer 
La tta 
Leathers 
Lee 
Legg 
Leturno 
Levitt 
Logan 
Maisch 
I\blan 
;.farlow 
Martin 
Masoner 
;.r a thias 
Jll'lcCarty 
McCull och 
McCumber 
:\IcDaniel 
:\IcGee 
:'lid ntyre 
1\f c~J eekan 
McPeak 
:Mead 
i-1eyer 
Michael 
Michlig 
A. Mills 
]. 1Iills 
T. Mills 
]. 0. Mitchell 
]. K. Mitchell 
Manke 
1onticue 
Morgan 
Mo rri s 
Mueller 
Muir 
Munsell 
Myers 
B. Nance 
P. Nance 
Naud zius 
Needham 
elson 
Newman 
Nixon 
O'Day 
Olds 
O lm stead 
Pankey 
Patton 
P etti colas 
Pinkstaff 
Popham 
P ottgen 
Pourchot 
Pri ce 
Prince 
Pritts 
Pugh 
Raney 
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Ray 
Read 
Redman 
Reed 
Reader 
Reid 
Rib ley 
Ri ce 
R ichards 
Ri chard son 
Ri chmond 
Riegel 
Rinesmith 
Robinson 
R omines 
R . Rominger 
W. Rominger 
Rose 
R uyle 
Schuch 
Seaman 
Sechrest 
Sedgwick 
S hann 
Sell ers 
Settl e 
Sharer 
S hepa rd 
Shutts 
Sim pson 
D. Smith 
::- r. Smith 
R. Smith 
Snodgrass 
S peer 
Spencer 
Sporleder 
Sproat 
Steele 
Stepping 
Sterling 
Stites 
Strom 
Stough 
Strebing 
Stringfellow 
Sullivan 
M. Sweet 
V. Sweet 
L. Swinford 
M. Swinford 
Taylor 
Tharp 
Titus 
Thiel 
Thomas 
Tomlin 
Tooley 
Troesch 
Tschannen 
Unser 
VanDeest 
Vaughn 
Wagner 
Walborn 
Walls 
Waren 
Watson 
Weber 
Weddle 
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Weldon 
Welton 
C. Wesley 
W_ Wesley 
\Vetherell 
Wetterow 
Wheeler 
Whitehead 
Whitlatch 
Whitsett 
Wilkin 
vVilliams 
Winkleblack 
vVinter 
Wise 
Wollerman 
Wood 
Worland 
Wright 
Wyatt 
Young 
J_ Zimmerman 
l\L Zimmerman 
Glover, Arnold, Dotson 
Mutual Admiration 
Adams 
A lexander 
Alter 
Ames 
L. Arnold 
P . Arnold 
Ayers 
Baker 
Balch 
Barr 
Barth 
Bates 
Beabout 
Beatt ie 
Beckett 
Beekler 
Beitz 
Bell 
FRESHMEN DELIVER 
September 11 found 485 green but game li ttle 
"freshies" running around campus. Some pre-
tended to know the ropes, and others just hung 
on by a thread through the confusion fo llowing 
the registration "daze." P.ut after the first fe-w 
weeks of trial and error, the class of '5 1 lost that 
" new look" and settled down to the serious busi-
ness of getting an ec1 ucation. T hat several of the 
class a re now reallv " in the know" is well evidenced 
by the large numb~r of freshmen on the honor roll. 
Jn athletics the '5 1-ers found a chance to really 
shine as several of their group made the first 
string. T he "R" team, made up almost entirely of 
heshmen, piled up an impressive record o f six 
wins and no defeats at the ends of the season. In 
basketball, the~r did equally well , with their own 
Don Glover chosen as most valuable on his team. 
Many members of th e class showed interest and 
abi li ty both in th e fields of journalism and drama. 
Gene Cornell, freshman leacler , gu ided class ac-
tivities un til th e election of officers pictured o'n this 
page. 
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Bicke rs 
Bicdenbach 
Blakemo re 
Bone 
Bowles 
B rad fo rd 
Brandmayr 
Braye 
Brewer 
Bristow 
Brotherton 
A. Brown 
D. Brown 
R. Brown 
Bruce 
Bullock 
Bu rrus 
Bush 
Callahan 
Carney 
Carson 
Carter 
Carwell 
Catt 
Chickadonz 
Childers 
Claar 
Clark 
Clawson 
Cline 
Cohoon 
E. Cole 
M. Cole 
Collins 
Conley 
Conrad 
Cougill 
Cravener 
Creath 
L. Croger 
T . Croger 
Crosley 
Culberson 
Cundiff 
Cutright 
Dannebe rger 
Daugherty 
David 
D e de 
Davis 
DeBouck 
Delanois 
F . Delap 
R. Delap 
DeWerff 
Dillier 
Doak 
Dotson 
Dowler 
E lder 
E llen 
England 
Ernst 
Fanakos 
Fe rree 
Finlayson 
Fisher 
Foil 
D . Foss 
'N. Foss 
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Francis 
Frazier 
Fristoe 
F ull en 
Gifford 
Gire 
Glenn 
Goers 
A. Gray 
J. Gray 
A. Greathouse 
L. Greathouse 
Green 
Gregoire 
Gresham 
Grigg 
L Guthrie 
0. Guthrie 
Haase 
Hackett 
Hackl 
Haines 
J. Hall 
R. H all 
H amilton 
Hammond 
Hampsten 
Haney 
A. Hanks 
C. Hanks 
R. Hanks 
Hargis 
D. H a rris 
J. H a rris 
Haslett 
A. Hawker 
R. Hawker 
Heise 
B. Henry 
W. Henry 
Hesler 
Hiatt 
Hill 
Hogshead 
H olsapple 
Honnold 
Houser 
H outs 
Howard 
Hubbard 
Hudson 
Hughes 
Hurt 
Irby 
Jester 
Johnson 
Jones 
B. Keen 
Kibler 
D. Keen 
Kercheval 
Kincaid 
L. King 
R. King 
Kirchner 
Klauser 
Knauber 
Knight 
Knodle 
K oontz 
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Krick 
Kuhn 
Kwasny 
Land 
Landsaw 
Lane 
Lanman 
G. Lathrop 
V. Lathrop 
L. Lee 
M. Lee 
LeGrande 
Levitt 
Lewis 
Li chtenwalter 
C. Lindsay 
R Lindsay 
Li\·ings ton 
Logan 
Lowry 
Luther 
i\ladclen 
Mardis 
H. ::.Jartin 
::. L l\Iartin 
W. ::.rartin 
i\Iauntel 
::.raUI·er 
Max well 
::.rcCandlish 
l\IcDcrmott 
:lv[cDonald 
i\lcKinney 
Mead 
~Iertz 
Metcalf 
Meyer 
Middlemas 
::\I iller 
Mills 
H. E . ::\Iitchell 
R. E. Mitchell 
Mohler 
Moody 
Murphy 
]. 1Iyers 
P. l\Iyers 
R. Myers 
Neal 
E. Newlin 
G. Newlin 
Odell 
Olsen 
Palmer 
Parcel 
Paul 
Pennybocker 
Perry 
Philbrook 
Pitcher 
Pocock 
Poehler 
Potter 
Prince 
Pritchett 
Pruett 
Prunkarcl 
Railsback 
Randolph 
Rehbein 
FRESHMAN CLASS 
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Rhodes 
Riggins 
Roberts 
Roll 
Rooseyelt 
Rosebraugh 
Rothschild 
Roy 
Rue 
Ryan 
Schaefer 
Schaeffer 
Schau berger 
Schoonover 
Schouten 
Schramm 
Scruggs 
Sederst rand 
Sellers 
Severns 
L. Shawver 
M. Shawver 
Sheeks 
Sheffield 
Shidler 
Shore 
Siegel 
Silver 
Sinclair 
D. Smith 
J. Smith 
Snyder 
Stevenson 
M. Stewart 
N. Stewart 
Stoll 
Stombaugh 
Storm 
Strader 
Tapp 
Targhetta 
Thomas 
Thomps01i 
Towles 
Tresenriter 
Turner 
Van den Ende 
Von Almen 
\Vadsworth 
Walker 
M. L. Waller 
1\I. B. Waller 
Walling 
Wall s 
Webb 
Wilcoxon 
Wilkin 
D. Wilson 
Wirt 
F. Wilson 
~I. Wilson 
Witters 
Woodyard 
Woolever 
Worner 
Worrell 
B. vVright 
J. Wright 
Yakey 
Zimmack 
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~nnk II 
Artiuttirs 
Let the world wagge, and take mine ease in myne Inne. 
-The Pf'ove,.bes of John Heywood 

~ouncils 
f ratrrnitirs 
~ororitirs 
~lubs 
~ocirtirs 
music 
llrama 
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-
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-
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COUNCILS RULE 
PROLETARIAT 
F:rst Ro·w-A~hby , Cearlock, Jarboe, 
Schuch, Hubbnrd, llfuthersboug h, 
Cou lte r, Cat tc r. 
Seco nd Rou:-Foote , Casteel, Doak, 
\Varen. 
Thi rd RoUJ-Sens intaffar, F itzge rald , 
D ean Lawso n, Smith, Dean An fi n. 
son. 
and all lived happily ever after 
Opening the year with a new constitution, the 
Student Council provided for increased represen-
tation of the student body. One of the greatest 
achievements of the year was the establishment of 
the Student-Faculty Assembly Board which gave 
us the "Marriage and Family" lecture series and 
other fine programs. The Council's members also 
supervised the new Student Lounge and selected 
Eastern's members of Who's Who in America11 
Colleges and Universities. Officers for the year were 
William Fitzgerald, Jack Sensintaffar, and .T ahala 
Foote, president, vice-president, and secretary, re-
spectively, 
Jackson's Square Table 
Morgan, 1\.fcKee, Jen kin s . S wee t, Tolc h, 
1\funsell. 1\fill er, }: \•ey, )fetter, Barnha rt, 
D r. Anfinson. 
Lawson's Lasses 
First R cw- Hoy, Baug hmnn, Smith , Muell e r. 
Second Rm.u-Coon , D ean Lawson, McQ ueen, 
Miller. 
Th e T nterfraternity Council is the mediation 
board for men of the Greek groups on campus. 
They arranged th e elates of frat "smokers" and 
formulated a set of rules governing the conduct of 
the fraternity groups. 
With Betty Baughman as chief , the Panhellenic 
Council served th e sororities on campus even more 
fully than in past years. The biggest undertaking 
of the year was the purchase of a scholarship 
trophy to be awarded to the sorority having the 
highest scholastic average for the year. 
Glad Ward 
S itti11 g- Hill, Mclntyre, Dr. Anfin-
son! Griffin, Stivers. 
Standing- Dani els, Glad, E ve rson . 
LEAGUE-UNION BRING KRUPA TO CAMPUS 
Men's Union is the organization to which every 
man on campus automatically belongs as soon as 
he registers at Eastern. After the traditional hazing 
of the freshmen , the Union sponsored the Home-
coming tug-of-war, and later the fireworks and 
pep program at the bonfire. Collaboration of the 
Union with Women's League gave Eastern its 
annual Dad's Day and brought Gene Krupa's 
orchestra to campus for the biggest dance of the 
year with the exception of Homecoming. In May 
the Iris Prom closed the year's social activities. 
President Bernard Waren graduated in the winter, 
and was replaced by Vice-President Art Glad for 
th e spring. Other officers were Ralph Everson and 
Robert Mcintyre. 
The Women's League Council began a busy and 
useful year by sponsoring the annual freshmen 
women's ' 'original" hat contest. The next activity 
on the League's agenda was the arrangement for 
the return of ten Queens of Yesteryear to the 
}[omecoming parade and coronation. The women 
cooperated with the Men's Union in sponsoring 
Dad's Day and the Gene Krupa dance. One of the 
most notable services of the organization was the 
presentation of the Mardi Gras, a benefit carnival 
fo r th e ·world Student Service Fund. Rose Jarboe 
was president of the group. 
Mardi Gras Girl s Pr:ce, Sweari ngen, Carre ll , Foote, Jarboe, LaRose , Clapp, Dean Law son. 
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Blue Ribbon Material 
CHI RHO BECOMES EASTERN'S FOURTH FRAT 
On September 15, 1947, twenty-four students 
met in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Lee Williams 
to organize Chi Rho. A constitution, written by 
Vance Childers and Don Cohoon, was approved by 
the college faculty board, and Chi Rho became the 
newest local fraternity. The fraternity is striving 
to unite its group into a body to help promote the 
policies of the college, to obtain better cooperation 
among its members, and to maintain a good 
scholastic standing. The officers selected for this 
pioneer year were Don Cohoon, president; Don 
Brauer, vice-president; Paul Jenkins, secretary; 
Charles Clark, treasurer; Charles Blakeley, pledge 
trainer; Lloyd Loftin, chaplain; Virgil Sweet, door-
keeper; Vance Childers, historian ; and Mr. Ber-
trand Holley and Dr. Bryan Heise, faculty sponsors. 
The Chi Rho has petitionecl Tau Kappa Epsilon, 
the national fraternity better known as "Teke," and 
they hope to be initiated i.nto the national organiza-
tion soon. Until then, the Chi Rhos wear gold 
recognition pins as a sign of their connection with 
this fraternity. The neophyte fraternity first made 
itself known on campus by capturing the blue 
ribbon for Homecoming house decorations. Later 
in the year the men organized an intramural basket-
ball team. One of the greatest ambitions of the 
organization is to obtain a house for its members. 
Unti l this is realized, just look for the Chi Rhos 
at the Chatterbox! 
Youngsters 
First Row--Cohoon, Green, Sweet, Dotson , R. ~fy~rs, Clark, Canter. 
Second Ro-w-~ir. 1-Iolley, Brauer, Danneberger, \Vittnam, J. l\1yers, Blakely, l\icKee, Jenk in s, l\IcCullough. 
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Hen Party 
Fi.rst Rott'-Larim er, B ubeck, :Michae l, Clapp. 
S eco nd Row-Tharp, J3aughman, Hance, Conl c: y , Ashby, John so n, :Mi ss -:\T eely, Hhod es, Bozarth. 
Third Rou•-Honn, Berninge r, l\Jiller, :Monier, ~I i ss l 'arker, l\1ayer, Old s, Baghy, Hum es. 
DELTAS CELEBRATE FIFTH ANNIVERSARY 
Alpha N u of Delta Sigma Epsilon marked their 
fifth year on Eastern's campus. T he year was an 
eventful one for the sorority. In October the na-
tional president, 1'[iss Elizabeth Daniel, visited the 
local group at their house on Seventh Street. Later, 
the Deltas entertained their returning alumnae at 
Homecoming at the Snack and Chat Hour. Delta 
Sigs participated in other Homecoming events. June 
Bubeck was an at tendan t to the queen and three 
alumnae members returned as Queens of Yester-
year. The organization's float and house decm·a-
tions both won second prizes. The girls held open 
house in December. This was the first open house 
in their new home and many townspeople and 
students were guests of the sorority. The busy rush 
season in J anuary was climaxed hy pledging twenty-
six girls. Spring activities of the group included 
a formal banquet celebrating th e fifth yea r of af-
filiation with Delta Sigma Epsilon. Members of the 
sorority vvere active in many campus affairs . They 
served on the Stndent Council, \A/ omen's League, 
8 No-Doubled 
Bu sh, Brotherton, A shby, Bau ghman, Bubcr; k. 
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Panhell enic, Eastern State Club, Kappa Delta Pi, 
Players and Debate. A lso Delta Sig girls were 
chosen for the ranks of Who's \Vho and Campus 
Leaders. The officers of the vear were Bettv 
Baughman, president; Sara ·Berninger, vice-
president ; ~ilma Guthrie, treasurer ; June Bubeck, 
corresponding secretary, and ~Aari l yn Miller, re-
cording secretary. :\1iss Winnie D. Neely and Miss 
Inez Parket· were the very capable sponsors of the 
group. 
All Dressed Up To Go Dreamin' 
First Rou>-- Dr. Foreman , J. Fitzgerald , Hirt, ~1oore, ]3arth, Gindler, '"· Fitzgera ld, Casino, Hammond, 
R. l\IcCarty. 
Second Row-Gire, T sc hann e n; H e nry, Taylor, Anderson, Connell , Olmstead, L. ~:IcCarty, Snodgrass, 
~Iatheny. 
Thwd R ou·-1\'[itchell, 1\{unse ll , Statzer, Goetz, Tredway, Carson, Mayhall , Norviel Smith, Davi s, Tolch. 
KAPPAS SPONSOR SECOND STUNT NilE 
Tau chapter of Kappa Sigma Kappa entered its 
second year as a national fraternity at Eastern. 
Most of th e fi fty members of th e Kappa Sigs lived 
in the men's barracks , but plans were made to ob-
tain a chapter house for the group. The Kappa 
Sigmas were led this year by James Gindler. The 
organization energetically entered into the activi-
ties of the college and won several honors for 
Tschannen, Gind.ler, 1\ [ ichae l. I-I irt , Moore. 
their participation. Their float in the Homecoming 
parade won third prize. The Mardi Gras booth of 
the group captured first prize. J n the fall the Kappa 
Sigmas cooperated w·ith the Phi Beta sorority in 
presenting the Kick-Off dance which opened the 
football season. They also sponsored many pep 
rallies during th e football and basketball season. 
On April 1 the group presented a Stunt Nite in 
which the student organizations and the faculty 
competed fo r the prize given to th e bes t stunt. Many 
Kappa Sigs held high campus of-fices. In their 
group is th e pres ident of Student Council , the 
president of Science Club, vice-president of the 
sophomore class, and officers of Math Club and 
Gamma Delta. Kappa Sig Earl Benoche was chosen 
Eastern's most valuable footba ll player for this 
year. The organization was also represented on the 
baseball team. The fac ulty sponsors of the group 
were Dr. Lawrence Ringenberg and Dr. Melvin 
Foreman. 
Barracks Bugaboos 
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T en-thirty Girls 
Johnso n, I-Ioy, Longbons, 1\ fill s, Carter, Ri f'ge l. 
PHI BET AS FIND NEW HOME 
P hi Beta, Eastern's newest sorority, started th e 
year by moving into its new home at 1024 Sixth 
Street. Under the guiding hand of Dorothy Hoy 
the girls established traditions and made a place 
for themselves in the social life of Eastern. The 
group began the year by sponsoring an all -school 
Kick-Off dance in coll aboration with the Kappa 
Sigma Kappa fraternit~r . Also in September the 
girls honored two new patronesses, Mrs . Don 
Bails and Mrs. H . F. T hut , with a tea at the Phi 
Beta house. At Homecoming the girls welcomed 
back their alumnae to their new home. Before 
Christmas the girls went caroling and then had a 
slumber party. Earlier in the fall the girls and 
their elates had enj oyed a hayride. In the winter 
quarter the P hi Betas pledged twelve girls. The 
Phi Beta girls have been active in all campus or-
ganizations. T hey are especially well represented in 
the music department. Two of the girls, Dorothy 
Hoy and Ruth Longbons, had leading roles in the 
Christmas presentation of th e department, the 
Messiah . Ruth Longbons wa s also chosen as a 
Campus Leader. The officers elected this year were 
Dorothy Hoy, president; Anne Webb, vice-
president ; Ruth Longbons, treasurer; Nelli e Mae 
Sheppard, corresponding secretary; and Emily 
Doak, Student Council representative. 
Beaming Betas 
Fi.-st Row-Mill s, Shepard. 
Second Row---~1onti c u e , Johnso n, U iegel, Reed, Schuch, Longbons . 
Thi·rd R ow-Doak, \ Vebb , Shie lds, Hoy. 
Men of Distinction 
First RoK- Dr. Alter, :'\Ir. Elliott, Dr. Col eman , Dr. Stover, Mr. Shull, Dr. Dickerson , R. i\lill er, Evey. 
Srcoud R ow- H. \ Vagner, Carter, Clact, P erfe tti, ~[uir , H.ich ards, B. \Varen, Strebing, l\1" organ , Kirchhofer. 
Third Row-Lath rop, Pierson, Conl ey, \ Villiams, Ca rmi chae l, Cri sp, H. l\Iill er, Dresshac k, Uurgner. 
F o urth Ron:-\ \'ri ght, Jenn e, Rhod es, Ulery, Foss, B enn ett, Barth, Moni er, Grubaugh. 
F.f th Ro"~Moore, Dr. Thut, Reed. Jamnick, Campbell, Sheffi eld, G. ass, E. \\'aren, Welch, Soren son. 
S ixth Ro·w- Siov;koski, Seymour, Buj now ski, Drolt. t. 
PHI SIGS DISPLAY PRIZE-WINNING TALENT 
Delta Chapter of Phi Sigma Epsilon sponsored 
the first big all-school dance, "The Fall Mixer." 
then in quick succession held their annual open 
house and invited alumni in for a Homecoming 
banquet. The Phi Sig float with Miss Breen as 
Queen of 1968 won first place in the parade contest. 
Three smokers were helr\ hy the fraternity, re-
sulting in admission of fourteen members and seven 
pledges. Special invitations were sent out by the 
Q uartermaster to the three soront1es to attend 
dinner at the fraternity dining service. · A theatre 
party was organized January 16 to see an alumnus, 
Rill Couch, playing in "Crossfire." On } ebruary 27 
a house pe1rty was held for members from the Phi 
Sig chapter at Macomh who were clown for the 
Eastern-Western basketball game. 
The two major events of the year were the suc-
cessful sponsoring of the annual all-school dance 
"The Crystal Ball ," and the fraternity's Spring 
Formal at the Masonic Temple in Mattoon on May 
1. The shining orbit for the " Crystal Ball" was 
slowly rotated by a device designed by members of 
the Physics Department. 
Officers for the organization were President 
Roy l\1Iiller, Vice-President Jack U lery, Secretary 
Everette Cooley, and Treasurer Jack Evey. Campus 
offices gilrnerecl by the fraternity in fall elections 
included senior class president, Bill Carter; vice-
president, Jack Ulery; secretary, Earl Conley; 
Sophomore president, Steve l\'Iorgan; and Fresh-
man president, Paul Arnold . The Phi Sig's inter-
pretation of ''Spike Jones" music won first place in 
Kappa Sigma Kappa's Stunt show. 
Kathy Looks On 
\Varner, Stone. 
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TRI SIGMAS SCORE 
WITH SECOND FROLIC 
l\Iidnite Madness 
Sigma Sigma Sigma, oldest sorority on the 
Eastern campus, moved into its sixth year led by 
Catherine McQueen. Homecoming was an event 
for Tri Sigmas as they welcomed back alumnae to 
the sororitv house for Dessert Hour; took third 
place in h·ouse decorations; and saw their own 
Arlene Swearingen crowned Homecoming queen 
with Tri Sigmas Harriet Smith, Betty Kirkham, 
and Alice Hanks as attendants. Just before Christ-
mas, the annual Mistletoe Frolic was held to the 
tunes of Bill Shelton's orchestra. Huge Christmas 
stockings and lots of mistletoe gave the dance 
a holiday mood. Also included in the social calendar 
was a turnabout party, with the Greek girls treating 
their dates to a reversed Emily Post. Tri Sigmas 
were active in all school organizations. Besides 
Queen Arlene, their group includes Women's 
First Row-Tho rnton , Hycz, Bowman. 
Scco ud Rou:-Jarboe, l\IcQ ueen, Severns, Bullard , S wea ringe n. 
League Prexy Rose Jarboe, Warbler Editor Shirley 
Middlesworth, and Football Greeter Betty Carrell. 
Members are found in the S.tudent Council , 
Women's League, N ews and W arb!er staffs. Triple 
Sigma girls were elected as class officers, cheer-
leaders, Campus Leaders, Newman Club president, 
Junior Aides, Who's Who, Pem Hall officers, and 
W.A.A . officers. In t~e spring the girls celebrated 
the fifti eth anniversary of the founding of their 
sorority with a tea and a formal banquet. Lucille 
Morrison, national officer, was here in honor of the 
occasion. Miss Blanche Thomas and Miss Ruth 
Ann Beuttel are the faculty advisers. 
Rows of Bows 
First Row- D. Kibl er, ~Iue ll e r, Buchanan, Bowman, l\1cQ ueen, Sweari ngen , Sm ith . Ca in es. 
Se(O IId Ro~n-C la r k, N ixon, Kri ck, Jarboe, Carre ll , \ Vellman, Osbo rn , Rogers, MidJ les\'>'Ort h. 
Thi·rd Ro·w-Ro~v la ng , .Kirkham, Ba ll ard , ~aRose , Tho rnton , Foote, T efft, B ullard, I·Iycz, Doy le . 
Fourth Row-1\1 rs. Ze1gel, Severn s, R. K1bl er, Gentry, Jones, P rice , )f iss Heut1e l, Kilm an , Love·, Laf-
foo n, Rober ts, M rs. Spa r ks. 
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Shoe-Shine Boy 
Rhodes, B rehm, \Yinnett 
SIG TAUS FEATURE ATHLETES 
During th e summer the S igma Tau Gamma house 
was redecorated and re furnished with much shout-
ing and splattering of paint in anticipation of the 
coming year. And rightly so, for the year proved 
to be a busy one. At Homecoming the clan gathered 
to renew old friendships and to look over new 
members. At Thanksgiving time, the "Gobble 
Hobble" dance, which featured a turkey as a 
door-prize, proved a huge success. Three pledge 
classes during the year brought the membership to 
over seventy. The men of Sigma Tau Gamma dis-
tinguished themselves in all campus activities. 
Among their members were the president of Kappa 
Pi, Radio Director, Junior class officers, mayor of 
Trailerville, president of Gamma Delta, N e·ws 
The Brawny Brains 
editor, T!Vho' s vVho representatives, Assembly 
Board president, drum major, Varsity Club of-
ficers, Band president, and six Marshals at com-
mencement. As before, they were active in ath-
letics. Many were letter men in football, basketball, 
baseball and track. A new basketball record was set 
this year by Robert Olsen, and several track records 
have been set by Lee Roy LaRose. Proving that 
bmwn is combined with brain, the Sig Taus led 
the fraternities in schola~tic honors in the fall. 
Officers for the year were Ray Metter, president; 
Jack Muthersbough, vice-president; Robert Inyart, 
treasurer; Jack Sensintaffar, recording secretary; 
James Knott, corresponding secretary; AI Daniels, 
sergeant-at-arms; and Jack Miller, house manager. 
First Row-Dole, Taylor, Emig, Cook, Hollonbeck, Corbi n, Black, lnyart, S mith, Muther sbougll. 
Second Row- \\"or land, Bond , Ensign, Daniels, ~f anue ll . Dr. Zeigel, B ryant, Kn ott. 
Third Row-Griffin, Goers . Tenison, Hill, Sheppard , Eckert, Dr. Lantz, Dr. 1\•fetter. 
Fo1trth Row- Kance, \Voodard, Hilderbrand, Stivers , E <7l rnh art. 
Fifth Row- \\"innett. ]'; offke, Hotto, Flaugher, Metter, Montgomery, Sensintaffar, O lson, Lehr, Cohoon, 
Tipsword, 1\Ii ll e r, S hi e lds . 
Strictly Business 
First Row-E. Jones, Dr. Sharp, S tillio ns, Si egel, J. Jon es, Young , Gire, \Nil son, Cra vene r. 
Second Row-Tooley, V ogel, Hill , Gressel, Se itz inger, Stanhope , \Vadsworth. 
Third Row-Smith, O'Day, M. S tewart, Shirley, \V. Stewa rt, Price, llye rs . 
Desk-Johnson. 
INDEPENDENTS BROADCAST MUSIC FROM TOWER 
Evening recording dances to music broadcast 
from the Old Main Tower were first introduced by 
the Independent League. During the school term a 
number of social activities such as orchestra and 
recording dances, parties, ticket sales, and social 
benefits were carried out. Independents, advised by 
Dr. Morrison Sharp and led by James Gire, presi-
dent, have as other officers for the school year Olen 
Price, school relations department; Dorothy 
Casteel, information bureau; Delores Shirley, stu-
dent relations department; Betty Wright, social re-
lations department; James Jones, business relations 
department; and Mary Lou Casteel, secretary. The 
function of these five departments will materially 
The High Command 
Gi re, M. Casteel, Shirl ey, D. Casteel, J ones . 
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aid the independent movement to promote college 
loyalty. The Independent League, an organization 
founded for students in no wav affiliated with social 
fratern ities or sororities, was· given a constitution 
during the fall quarter of the school year 19-+6-
1947. The League is based on three principal 
ideals- student loyalty, student representation, and 
student unity. 
Stan's Stooges 
First Ro·w- Dean Heller, l\icQueen, Jarboe, Cohoon, Lc-nghons, Dean LaNson. 
Second Row-Cac herat, Corbin , Clapp, Humes, A shby, Hanks. 
Thi1·d Row--Hutchings, Iwata te, :Mai sch, Evey, Garner, Lathrop. 
F011rth Row-)lr. Elam, :Moore, Olson, Stone, Bubeck, Jones. 
APO, EASTERN STATE CLUB SERVE EASTERN 
Eastern State Club completed its second year 
under the advi sership of Stanley Elam. The pur-
pose of the club is the promotion of better school 
spirit at Eastern. The student members are chosen 
because of th eir worthwhi le contribution to 1he 
school through other organizations. Together with 
the faculty members of the club they work fo r a 
bigger and better Eastern. This year the chief 
project was the planning of Eastern's fiftieth Home-
coming celebration in 1949. Don Cohoon, J ack 
Crews, and Nancy Eckert were the officers for the 
year. 
Alpha Phi Omega, made up of former Boy 
Scouts, has rightfully earned its title as Eastern's 
service fraternity since its organization on campus 
a year ago. The Delta Psi chapter, under the guid-
ance of George McDermott, has served the student 
body in many ways. The:v have sponsored th e 
March of Dimes, soli cited for the Damon Runyon 
Cancer Fund, and collected Gifts for the Yanks 
Who Gave. Early in the fa ll they promoted a bene-
fit dance, the Fall Festival. Climaxing the year's 
activ iti es was a competitive group "S ing." 
A Ready Hanel for a vVorthy Cause 
First Ro'l('-B~teman, H ensche n, Crews, Breininger, Jon es, Buzzard, ~audzius, Ster"!ing, Ulery, :\Ir. ll0ffm.1n. 
Sl!cond Ro·w-ThicDe rmott, Unser, 1\:i l[gins . Benl1am, Frazie r, Foerster, \V ollenuan, T itus, Thomas, Kitchen . 
Third Ro'lu-Bailey, Bevis, Taylor, Holaday, Briggs, \Vyatt, Gibson, Tooley, ~fcNutt, Logan , Pen·y. 
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Muthersbough Mangles Pies 
Dr. Palmer, Muthersbou gh, Everson, Bullard, Cooley, Middlesworth, Moore. 
MIDNIGHT SCRIBES ISSUE '48 WARBLER 
The above picture would lead the reader to be-
li eve that ~Varblcr meetings are characterized by 
little literary effort and much carefree laughter. 
It would be folly to deny this too emphatically, but 
the 1948 ~Varblcr was not written without a lot of 
worry and work from the entire staff. 
Work began early in the fall when Virginia 
Bulla rei and Patricia Severn~ scheduled the pic-
tures which were taken by Emil Moore, business 
manager, and Fred Ryan. After the illuminated 
manuscript theme was chosen, Ralph Everson be-
gan the drawings which grace the division pages. 
Then began the meetings which lasted till the wee 
hours of the morning as Editors Shirley Middles-
worth, Everette Cooley, Jack Muthersbough, and 
Virginia Bullard hacked away on stories, captions, 
and headlines. Identification and indexing fell most-
ly to Pat Severns and Dr. Francis \V. Palmer. 
faculty adviser. To say that all this activity was 
aided and abetted by Mrs. Palmer's coffee, cookies. 
and candy is mild praise for stimuli that kept st:-~ff 
going and then coming back for more. 
Across This Portal .. . . 
Mr. Marsh, l\Ir. Ryan, :\Ir. G:ll. flr. Palmer. 
Sloboviated Pressmen 
Mr. Prather, Muthersbough , Dr. 
P almer, Moberley, Black. 
NEWS WINS NATIONAL RECOGNITION AGAIN 
"Hey ! Have you gotta contract with those 
people?" That's what someone asked News Editor 
Bob Black when the announcement was made that 
the News had again been rated Medalist by the 
Columbia Scholastic Press Association. It was the 
11th straight year the award was bestowed on the 
N cws bv CSPA. ( lt was the 12th time the N ews 
had received the a\.vard since it began publication .) 
The News also won All-American honors in the 
Associated Collegiate Press (Minnesota) and top 
honors in the Illinois College Press Association 
contests. Bob Black ended his second year as editor 
and will turn the pen over to Elenore Mober~ey 
for next year. Elenore has served as editorial 
assistant this year, and will be the third woman 
editor in N cws history. Jack M uthersbough. asso-
ciate editor for the past two years, will have the 
distinction of being the first student to graduate 
from Eastern with a mmor in journalism. Jack 
MeN utt as advertising manager and Betty Monier 
as business manager raked in the money for the 
News. Betty also handled the circulation for the 
News. Bill Downey supervised the dopesters on the 
sports staff and was one of the busiest headline 
writers. George "Scotty" Muir and Ruth "Rusty" 
St. John, advanced journalism students, served on 
the editorial board and did yeoman work on the 
copy. Dr. Francis W. Palmer was making a name 
for himself as a top-notch adviser with his leader-
ship of the student staff. News delegates traveled 
country-wide in their paper's interest. In October 
Muthersbough and Muir journeyed to Minneapolis, 
whi le at .the same time Dr. Palmer, Moberley, 
Hutchings, and Downey went to Joli et for the 
semi-annual ICPA conference. Later Elenore 
Moberley represented the staff at the CSPA meet-
ing in New York. 
Black Tells All 
First Row-Black, Tenison, Downey, Moberley, Specht, Adams, Muther sbough, McNutt. 
Second Row-St. John, Sterling, Curlin, Nance, Paul, Irby, Bell, Pinkstaff, ~fonier. 
Third Row-Dr. £'alm er, Read, Thomas, J(j ggin s, Hamilton. 
The \Vord, No Less 
First Row---Specht, Black. Pinkstaff, Moberley, 
Muir, Bell, Dr. Pa lmer. 
Second Row-Bullard, 1\futhersbough, Read, 
Curlin , Thomas, Hill, Cooley, \Vright, 
Moore, Severns. 
Pleased As Punch 
Dr. Waffle, Lathrop, Dr. Widger, Miss Neely, 
~fayer, Pourchot, Berninger. 
Chaucer Cherubs 
First Row---B erninger, Lathrop, Strader, Epley, 
Steele, Beidenbach, Mayer, Hubbard, Ren-
nels. 
Second Row-Read, Hill, St. John, Moberley, 
Simpson, Tate, Pottgen, Sechrest, Nanse. 
Third Row---Pourchot, Dr. \Vaffle, Dr. Blair, 
Dr. Palmer, DL Ekeberg, Dr. Cline, Dr. 
Smith, Miss Kelly. 
ENGLISH STUDENTS FIND WRITING OUTLETS 
Sigma Delta, the local journalism fraternity, met 
with renewed vigor during 1947-48. The main 
project of the year was the preparation of applica-
tion for membership to Pi Delta Epsilon, the na-
tional honorary fraternity in journalism. The of-
ficers who directed this extensive work were 
George Muir, president; Ruth St. John, vice-
president; and Elenore l\1oberley, secretary. They 
were ably assisted by Dr. Francis W. Palmer, 
faculty adviser. Most of the members of Sigma 
Delta find an outlet for their journalistic abilities 
by writing for either the News or the Warbler. 
They also contributed greatly to the success of 
the Christmas literary supplement to the News. 
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Sigma Tau Delta, the national honorary frater-
nity in Engl]sh, was led by Sara Berninger, presi-
dent, and Norma Lathrop, secretary-treasurer. This 
fraternity, together with the English instructors, 
formed the nucleus of the English Club, an or-
ganization to take the place of the old Writers' 
Club. Anyone interested in creative writing was in-
vited to join. The varied programs of Sigma Tau 
Delta and the English Club included not only guest 
speakers, but book review~ and original work by 
students. For fun, their Club Boheme opening for 
members and guests couldn't be matched. Members 
of the groups partici pat eel in radio programs and 
in the publication of a campus magazine. Sigma 
Tau Delta edited the annual Christmas literary 
supplement to the N cws. 
RELIGIOUS GROUPS EXPAND ACTIVITIES 
Gamma Delta, Lu theran student organization, 
was organized in November, 1941. T here were 
twelve charter members, but since that time the 
group has grown to about sixty members. The 
officers for this year were J ames Knott, president; 
Raymond Kolbus, vice-president ; F red Kolkhorst, 
secretary; and Paul J enkins, treasurer . T he group 
opened their new student-center house on N inth 
Street in October with a _Halloween party. Gamma 
Delta has as one of its a ims th e encouragement of 
L utheran fell owship. T he local chapter , Alpha M u, 
has succeeded in achieving this goa l. 
No Dark Visors 
Newman Club, an organization of Catholic stu· 
dents, has effectively served its members on campus. 
Th is year the club had sixty members. The club 
was proud to bring to Eastern F ather Flanagan. 
T he famous fo under of Boys' T own spoke to a 
large group of students and townspeople. Libby 
Harrington was president of the organization in 
this eventful year. A later act ivi ty on the club's 
calendar was a convention in Lincoln, Nebraska. 
T he officers of the club attemled. 
First Rou•- Hi!dre th , Burme is te r, Strebing, 1'-irchhofer, Bokenkamp, Brehmer, Jen kin s. 
Seco11d Row--:Kolkhurst, Stombau gh, B. K rick, Lohrmann, ?\ieyer, Brauer, Goers. 
Th wd Ro·w- D . Krick, Engel, Baumga rten, Rev . Ke iper, Knott, Ko lbus. 
Newman 
Club 
Father F lanagan's Visit 
Gamma 
Delta 
Fi1'St Ro·w-~Ioore , l\fi chlig, ] nyart, 1\rl eye r, Pott£-en, D. Dawso n. 
Seco nd Ro'W-Vogel, Ferree, Ho ehn , Knoll euLerg, Epley, Fathe r :Flanag;m, Kirts, l-Iycz, Thi. 
Dawson . 
Third Ro·w-K ennedy, 1\fi ss Ze ll er, Smith, Harrington, lVfi ss de Gagne, Adam s, Fil li pitch, Bow-
man, LaPorte , Bu shur, Stone, Su ll ivan, Unser, Jamnik, Drolet, Bujnowski , unid~nt:fi ed, 
Layden, Thull, unident:fi ed, Forti er, Bonetto, Urbancek. 
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Most Interesting 
Fi1·st Rozc·-Rev. Temple, Tapp, Beattie, Ames, Sperry, Engl ish , Lowry , Hanks, T hompson, 
Shidler, H a rshbarger, Pitcher, Henry, Koontz . 
Second Ro·w-R . Richmond, J. Richmond, \ Yebb, E\ving, Byers, Barth, B enham, Grote, Rehbein, 
Si lver, :Mr. Fowler, Shann, Die!, \\'eger, ~IcGee . 
Weslev 
Fellm~ship 
T he \ Vritten Word 
Christian 
Fellowship 
Fi1·st Rozv-Gibson, Ulm, Foster, I. R. Bateman, Stillion s, Dr. Schma lhau sen, ' Vetterow, Great-
house . 
Second Row-\ Vyatt, Price, H. Bateman , Howell, Foss. 
Students affiliated "·ith the ::VIeth ::>dist Church 
gathered monthly at the Wesley Fellowship meet-
ings. The group had a flo urishing membership this 
year, and much of the credit gees to their past0r , 
Reverend Claude Temple. T he Fellowship recog-
nizes the spiritual needs of its members and seeks 
to fulfi ll those needs. Short business meetings and 
longer social periods \rere conducted under th e 
leadership of E velyn Sper ry, president, ass istf'd by 
Ellen Mae Wilcoxen, vice-president, lVIartha Baker, 
secretary, and Norma 'vVeger, trf'asurer. 
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T he Christian Fellowship group, which was or-
ganized last yea r , has grown into a useful band 
of young people work ing for fr iendship. During 
the year the organizat ion enj oyed several parties 
in th e fo rm of picnics, weiner roasts, and a "back-
"·ard" party. J ean vVetterow was president, Bob 
Stillions, Yice-pres ident, and Almeta Greathouse, 
secretary-t reasurer. Dr. R uth Schmalhausen was 
the facul t~· sponsor . T he group was a lso guided by 
Reverend Paul H nbele. 
Seconds, Marge? 
Rhodes, Dr. Ross, Bower, Foote, 
Tefft, Widener. 
DEBATERS PONDER WORLD GOVERNMENT 
The debate season started off at a furious pace 
this year and did not slacken as Eastern debaters 
traveled to Normal, Carbondale, Terre Haute, and 
Jacksonville . The climax of the season was the Pi 
Kappa Delta National Tournament at Cedar Rapids, 
Iowa. A timely topic selected for the debate ques-
tion this year concerned the formation of a world 
government. Members of the team took part in 
other divisions besides debate. Marianne Bower 
and Richard Riggins were also extemporaneous 
speakers. Orators in the group were Jahala Foote, 
Marguerite Rhodes, and John Tolch. Harvey Mich-
lig entered radio speaking contests and Marguerite 
Ross' Speak-Easy 
F·irst Ro·w- I-Ieise, Shawver, D ede, 
1\fichlig. 
Second Row- Popham, Tolch, Lohr-
mann, Troesch, Riggin s, Harwood, 
Ensign . 
Third Row- Pottge n, \Videner, 
Foote, Tefft, Bower, Rhodes, Dr. 
Ross. 
Rhodes read poetry at some meets. The other mem-
bers of the debate team were Juanita LaRose, 
Barbara Heise, Clotilde Harwood, Jean Shawver, 
Elwood Popham, Edwin Lohrmann, Jacob Pottgen, 
William Ensign, and Dorothy Troesch. In the Pi 
Kappa Delta tourney at Cedar Rapids the Eastern 
team won seven out of twelve debates. 
The national honorary fraternity in speech is 
Pi Kappa Delta. The local chapter had for its of-
ficers this year Marianne Bower, president; J ahala 
Foote, vice-president; Marguerite Rhodes, secre-
tary-treasurer; and Dr. Glenn Ross, faculty adviser. 
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Eastern Airways 
Koester, Hammond, \Vilson, Dr. 
Moses, Walker. Jon es, Hu yle, W ell-
man, ~[cClure, Bates, Rennels, P aul, 
Kidd, Potter. 
RADIO SPREADS EASTERN FAME 
" .. . . Coming to you from the tower studio in 
Charleston!" That is what you heard every day a t 
2 :30 P. M. as the radio students of Eastern aired 
their daily programs, "Let's Go to College." Dr. 
Elbert Moses, radio director, led the future mike-
sters through a very event ful second year. The 
radioites were greatly aided by the new equipment 
that was added to the studio. This equipment in-
cluded a tape recorder, a cont rol panel , and a 
platter recorder. The radio group recorded many 
of the college programs that were later aired over 
WL!BH. One of the best known speakers was 
P age Eiy hty- t Mee 
Father Flanagan. Student musical recital s were also 
recorded. During the winter quarter, Dr. Moses 
took his students to Chicago where they inspected 
WGN, the Tribune radio stat ion. Allan Corbin 
was student p..-ograrn director for the yea r. Earl 
Wilson was the man at the control panel. Thanks 
are due Earl for the recorded music he sent to 
the Auditorium for the student recording dances. 
The group put on man_v fine programs during the 
year but not without a few boners. What are 
boners? Ask any mikester! 
Coll ege Soap Opera 
First Ro·w-Koester, Dr. Moses, 
Corbin, Knauber. 
Second Row--Jones, Bates, 'Nilson, 
Enge l. 
Select Sees 
Dr. Hobinson, Mr. Holley, Hichards, 
Cresse l, Roherts, Enge l, Cherry, ~Ir. 
Giffin, llubcck, Dr. Thompson. 
A Goin' Thing 
First R(IU'- .Roberts, Jeanguenat, 
Hammond, Dr. Thompson, Olm-
stead, 1\1r. Giffin. 
Secoad Row-Stough, Cohoon, l\Iar. 
tin, Siegel, J. Jones, Engel, Kolk· 
hurst. 
Third Ro-w--Anderson, Fullerton, 
Shann, Die!, Gressel, Brewer. 
Po11rtlt Row- Kinge ry, l\1axwell, 
Pitch er, l\Iadd en, Keen, S. Jones, 
White. 
Fifth Ro'lv-Richards, Krick, More-
head, Schaefer, Lowry, 1-Iawker. 
Sixth Ro·w-\Veger, Knight, Balcer-
zak, unidentified, Bubeck, Kirk-
ham. 
Sc:•en th Rou~Mr. Holley, Coil, 
Drehm, Shafer, \Vharton , \Vh ite-
head. Dr. Dickerson, Hall, Farrell, 
Hardy, Severns, Slingerland, Kib-
ler, 1-'. Byers, Dotson, B. Byers, 
~ixon. 
BUSINESS ED. DEPARTMENT EDUCATES THE MASSES 
Pi Omega Pi, nati onal honor society in business 
education, was ushered through the year with John 
Roberts as its head, and Dr. Stanley Robinson as 
faculty sponsor. Myra Richards served as vice-
president, Imogene Engel as secretary-treasurer, 
and Marie Gressel as historian. The annual Senior 
Award was made this spring to President John 
Roberts. This award, which is given to the out-
standing senior in Pi Omega Pi each year, is based 
on progress, loyalty, and service in the depart-
ments of business education. In April, representa-
tives of the society made a trip to Terre Haute to 
attend a business education conference. 
The Business Club boasts one of the largest 
memberships of any departmental organization 
\Yith 156 active members. Meetings were held once 
a month to promote professional growth, and the 
general vYelfare of the stud ents of the business 
education department. On the lighter side, members 
gathered for picnics, a roller-skating party, and a 
Hall oween dance. Almost all contribute to the de-
partmental magazine, Bits from Business, which is 
published twice a year. The Business Club \Yas 
headed by Eugene J eanguenat, president; Richard 
Olmstead, vice-president; and Katherine Briggs, 
secretary-treasurer. Mr. Bertrand Holley was the 
club sponsor. 
Poge Eigilty·fout· 
Spani h :-\e\\·sboy 
Front-String fellow. 
F:rst Ro·w- K ing, Perez, Butl er, D owler. 
Scco ud Rm.t-' --Searl es, Rail sback, Hi egel, 
T hompson, Cat t. 
SPANISH STUDENTS ORGANIZE. ARTISTS CONTINUE 
Lambda Tau Epsilon, the local honorary frater-
nity in Spanish, is evidence of the growing impor-
tance of that language in Eastern's foreign language 
curriculum. Organized in October, 1947, the group 
spread its wings at Homecoming with a float fea-
turing the Statue of Liberty and the flags of all 
Spanish-speaking countries. Later they were in-
strumental in providing a rooting section and cheer-
leaders for the Ecuadorian basketball team which 
visited here. Lambda Tau was guided through its 
initial year by Joe Stringfellow, Marietta Perez, 
and A nna Butler. The faculty sponsor was Mr. 
Robert Harris. Membership is open to Spanish 
maj ors and minors having the required scholastic 
average. 
Norman, on Aesthetic Sense 
Dr. \\"hiting, Rennels, l\'liss Parker, Burgner, 
K rask, Ever-son, ~orman. 
T he 'vVood Shed P ainters 
First Row-\Vall er, Dr. Whiting, McNutt, 
Smith, Krask, Moritz. 
Second Row-l\Iu eller, Everson, Freeland, 
Marl ow, Goebel. 
T hird Row-P atto n, David , Spencer , Davies, 
B rown , No rman, }\'[i ss P arker, B. Renn els , 
Burgner, Storm , Biedenbach, \Vetterow, 
F erree, M. R ennels, Beckett, Settle. 
Kappa Pi, national honorary fraternity in art, 
and the Art Club, the departmental organization, 
held their annual Craft Bazaar in December. Money 
made by the members goes into a fund for furnish-
ing a lounge in the department. President of the 
Art Club this year was Jack McNutt. Jack Burgner 
and Ralph Everson were initiated into Kappa Pi 
by President Eugene Norman, Vice-President 
Dorothy Cooley, Secretary Barbara Rennels, and 
Treasurer Eleanor Krask. Kappa Pi gave a party 
for art majors and minors, am\ then climaxed their 
activities with the annual banquet at the Hotel 
U . S. Grant. Trips were made during the year to 
art exhibits at Decatur, Effingham, and Champaign. 
And When I Was There-
Stand-ing-Barth. 
First Row-\Vinn ett , P erfe tti, D ecker, Ankenbrandt, Anderson. 
S econ d Row-Stee n, Dr. Zeller, Jeffers, l\'{i ss \Vell er, Carmichael, Dr. Harri s. 
Third Rort•-Jenkins, Lowry, Shie lds, \Vibkin g, Rhodes, l\I ill er. 
GEOGRAPHERS PLAN SECOND EXPEDITION 
Gamma Theta Upsilon, the honorary geography 
fraternity, swelled its ranks early in the fall with 
the addition of seven new members. Many of the 
meetings were held in collaboration with the mem-
bers of the Geography Club ami were highEghted 
by several interesting lectures. Offtcers for the year 
were Charles Barth, president; Robert Decker, 
vice-president; and Dean Jenkins, sec'y-treasurer. 
The faculty sponsor of this group is Dr. Ruby 
Harris. 
Students interested in geography are organized in 
the Geography Club. The club has its president Al 
Cacherat. The faculty sponsor of the group is Dr. 
Rose Zeller. This year the meetings presented 
many interesting programs including movies, lec-
tttres, and forum discussions. Much discussion was 
given to the proposed field trip this summer through 
the northeast United States and Canada. The other 
officers of the club were Dale Workman, vice-
president; and Dean Jenkins, secretary-treasurer. 
Where Oh Where? 
First R ow-Howey, Bailey, Cachera t, Jenkins, Winnett, \\'hitchurch, Shields, J enn e, Bragg . 
S econd Row-Mill er , Bryant. Latta, Dr. Scott, Guthrie, Lathrop, J effers, Pier son, Fanakos, Cac herat, 
Rhodes, Scruggs, Dr. Zeller. 
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Pipe that Pipe 
First Row-L athrop, D r. \Vood, Dr. P la th, Rhod es, Pier son, Block. 
Second Row-Howerton, Miss E llington , Cable, S perry . Am es, O'Donnell, T ru eblood, Downey, Sullivan, 
Cooley, Mills. L athrop. 
Th1~rd Row-\ ·Vhitchurch, Smith , Foe rs ter, Gifford, Jenn e, Bragg, Cacher.a t, Bryant, Lockye r, Dec ker, 
Bailey, Ewing . 
SOCIAL SCIENTISTS INITIATE RADIO PANELS 
Under the leadership of President William Block, 
Vice-President Leo Bryant, Secretary Norma 
Lathrop, and Treasurer Leonard Pourchot, the 
members of the Social Science Forum enjoyed dis-
cussions throughout the year concerning vital prob-
lems. The Forum has gained prestige this year by 
its monthly radio panels over WLBH, broadcast 
from the college tower station. After the topic for 
the month is selected, a panel of four or five is 
chosen, and an open discussion is conducted at 
the regular meeting preceding the radio presenta-
tion. With the exception of the fall picnic at Fox 
Ridge and the Spring Banquet, all meetings are 
held in the basement of the home of Dr. William 
Wood, faculty adviser. . 
Organized last spring, the Social Science Honor 
Fraternity is based on high scholastic standing. 
Headed by the same president as the Forum, the 
honor group has its own secretJ.ry, Betty Baugh-
man, and treasurer, Evelyn Sperry. Graduate work 
in the field of social studies was the main topic 
discussed at meetings. 
F irst Ro'Zf!~S pe rry, B ryant, Jenkin s, " ' inters, \ ¥ idenl:! r, B lock, ll aughman. 
Second Row-O'Donn ell , Tobias, Lockye r, Dr. Seymour, Dr. Alter, D ecker, F uson , Gi fford, Dr. S harp. 
No Gravy Ties 
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Academic Child Expediters 
First Rou~~lyers, Rib!ey, Sporlede r, Knollenberg, Moore, Delap, Hutchiags, Clapp, \V ethe rdl. 
SecoHd Row-Baker, I sley, Carter, Higgens, Day, Sullivan, Smith, Reburn , Knodle, Koontz, Schoonover. 
Third Row--Foster, Jones, Howey, :Miss Love, Miss Hunter, ~IcQueen ~1iss Groom, ~!iss Sigafoos, Cable, 
Wilso n. 
Fo·m·th Row-::\iiss Reid, 1\Iiss Arnold, Dr. Bryant, Larimer, Swearingen, Rowland, l\li ss Zeigler, )!i ss 
H arri s, D1 . M etter. 
Baker's Dozen 
Sitting-Lathro;1, I!u shur, Miss Arnold, Knight, Spo rlede r, Ribley, Mills. 
Standing-Myers, Pourchot, Rosebraugh, \Veger, Braye, Grote. 
ACE, ARCADIA CONCENTRATE ON PROFESSIONAL INTERESTS 
Nancy Eckert, president of A.C.E., the organiza-
tion for those interested in the elementary field, 
saw the group through a busy year. Many excep-
tional programs were presented during the year. 
There were programs on speech correction, color 
and personality, and mt>ntal hygiene. Other officers 
of the group wt>re Laverne Jones, vice-president; 
Coralee \Vetherell , secretary; Vera Myers, treas-
urer; and Norma Carter, publicity chairman. 
The prime objective of Club Arcadia is to 
stimulate interest in rural life. Through social and 
business meetings, Eastern's rural group enjoyed 
a worthwhile year. The organization was under the 
leadership of Gail Lathrop, president, and Dr. 
Hans O lsen, sponsor. Several of the group at-
tended the N a tiona! Rural Youth Convention this 
year which was held at Bloomington, Illinois. 
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MATHEMATICIANS ADD TO HONOR GROUP 
The national honorary fraternity in mathematics, 
Kappa Mu Epsilon, was unusually active this year. 
Early in th e fall, they started things rolling with 
a reception in honor of the new head of the 
Mathematics Department, Dr. Lawrence A. Ringen-
berg, held in the home of Dean Hobart F . Heller. 
During the winter term the largest pledge group in 
the history of KME was initiated into active mem-
bership. The organization was steered by William 
Carter, pres ident, and Dean Heller, faculty sponsor. 
In close affi liation with Kappa Mu Epsilon is the 
Mathematics Club with an active membership of 
more than thirty. Their meeti ngs featured talks in 
the mathematical field , but the members took time 
out for wiener roasts, a Christmas party, and a 
surprise birthday party for Dean Hobart F. Heller. 
Elwood Idleman was president, assisted by Louise 
McGee as vice-president, and Maurine Jones as 
secretary-treasurer. 
Tags for the Tardy? 
First Row-Metter, Van Note, \ Vi nter, Bailey, Brown. 
Second Row- \ Veber, Potts, \Voll erman, Jacobs, Gindl er, Dawson , Campbell. 
Third Row-:Morehead, l\IcCull och, Garn er, Coad, \Vood, Schuch, Foote, Popham . 
F01trth Row-Moni er, Conley, Carter, 1\IcCarty, Lathrop, :Mill s, Norviel, Dean H eller, Dr. Ringenberg, 
Mr. Van Deventer. 
K ibitzing Calculators 
First Ro·w--Sciw c l; , Seitz inge r, Lathrop, l\fill s, Carter, Conley, Norviel, Jones, 1\icGee , )!i ss Hendrix, 
Idlema n . 
Second Row-Dr. Uingenberg, Le turno, \ Veber, Dean H e ller, Brown, Bailey, Bar nh art, J\IcCarty, In ya rt. 
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Just Before Hushpuppies 
Pirst Ro·w-~Ie:ye 1·, S ens intaffar, Casteel, Bur-
meister, Easton. 
S econd Rour-Sharrett, Redman, Neese, Nap-
oli , Jones, Dr. Hartley. 
Thit·d Ro"~Dr. Spooner, 'Va lker, Mitchell, 
Cook, Dr. P eterka, Dr. Black, Dr. Cavins, 
Dr. Scruggs. 
Po1rrth R ow---:Hanuell, Bailey, Goleman. 
McCarthy Passes the Dope 
First R ow---Dr. Foreman, Dr. Thut, Mr. Holz-
hauser, Dr. Phipps, York, Napoli, l\fauntel, 
\\'etterow, lVIiller, Dr . Stover. 
Second R oa'--Easton, Dr. Damann, Dr. Marcy, 
Dr. L efler, Dr. Steele, Byers, Sheffield, How-
e ll, Rothschild, 1\lc.Kenzie, Bower, Co leman, 
Vogel, Jacobs, Frazie r, Leathers, McCarty. 
Pork Posteriors 
First R ow---V. Drake, G. Drake, 1\fr. Strader, 
Garne r. 
S econd Row-Hackett, Hamm, \ Vright, \ Vood, 
Falley, F erree, Mitchell, Miller. 
Third Rou~Campbell, Montoyne, Pritchett, 
Shore, \V ddon. 
SCIENCE GROUPS UTILIZE NEW EQUIPMENT 
The Zoology Seminar was organized severa l 
years ago and has become an important factor in 
the functioning of the zoology department. Since it 
is a departmental function. rather than a student 
club, there are no officers. All zoology majors are 
expected to attend and anyone interested is in-
vited. One of the chief purposes of this organiza-
tion is the study of certain aspects of zoological 
science which are not taken up in the classroom. 
The Seminar is the organizing vehicle for the an-
nual zoology field trip, and plans were made this 
spring to study the Lake of the Ozark region in 
Missouri. The Science Club completed a success-
ful year under the leadership of Robert McCarty, 
and in Jat~uary new officers, Bill Wood, Helen 
Vogel, and Nancy Worner were installed as presi-
dent, vice-prexy, and secretary-treasurer, respec-
tively. At this time Dr. S idney Steele took over 
Dr. Glenn Lefler's duties as faculty sponsor. 
T he Amateur Radio Club was created two years 
ago by seniors Roy Miller and Jack Campbell. 
Since that time, membership has grown to over 
twenty "hams" whose main objective was to give 
Eastern an amateur radio station. Through the pur-
chase of new receivers, transmitters, microphone, 
and antenna this goal has been realized. Eastern's 
amateur radio station call is \ V9ZOW, that of Mr_ 
N onnan Strader, the facu lty sponsor_ 
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PRACTICAL ARTS MAKES PROGRESS 
Epsilon Pi Tau, the national honorary fraternity 
in industrial arts , was rebuilt this year from its 
wartime inactivity by a few returning members. 
Early in February sixteen initiates were admitted. 
E lection into the fraternity is based upon scholar-
ship, initiative and promise of outstanding work in 
the field of industrial arts. Epsilon Pi Tau officers 
were Harold Miller, president; Bernard Lance, 
vice-president; Dean vVarner, secretary-treasurer; 
and Dr. Russell Landis, trustee. The Industrial 
Arts Club boasts an active membership of over 
forty. Featured programs of the year have been 
talks on procuring patents, made by Dr. Ralph 
Gallington, and on modern methods of termite con-
Industrious Industrialists 
\Yhite, Sparks, Dr. Klehm, \ Varner, Miller, 
Dr. Landis, Lance, Mr. E lliott. 
J oes in Rows 
Fi1·st Row-~1oore, \ Vhite, \Yorrel l, David, 
Popham, Dr. Klehm, Vvilliams. 
Second Row·- Kru zich, Mr. E ll iott, Mr. Quick 
Kramer, Mr. Fowler, hfcPeak, J ohn son' 
Rothschild, Lance. ' 
Thit·d Row----:Snod~rass, T ay lor, l\IIcKinney, 
!\fonts, Dav1s, Batley, Barth, Dr. Gallington, 
Caldwell , Alter. 
Fo urth Row-B?tema n, Cook, B eerli , Bunten , 
S harer, .l\1orn s, Crookshank, Coad \ Vatts 
\\·arner. ' ' 
Chow Butchers 
Fi·rst Row- -Bell, Fox, Levitt, 1\f. 1\furphy, 
Guthrie Lathrop, Walling, Greathouse, 
Cline, Baumgarten, E. M itchell , Brooks, Sid-
we ll. 
Second Row-Corzine, Mathias, Kib le r, 1\Iills , 
J. Murphy, Dillier, Metcalf, G·tddis, Ri ce, 
Ren nels. 
Third Row-J. 1\Iitchell , Swinford, Pocock, 
Largent, Poeh ler, Chapman, Houser, '"'ilber, 
Chickadonz, l\.fiss Devmney, l\1:rs. Gaertner, 
1\.fiss Priest, Stewart, Dr. Morrls, Dr. 
Schmalhausen, Crook, Hubbard, Foss. 
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trol. September elections made Jack Williams, J oe 
Kruzich, and Harold Miller officers for the year, 
with Dr. Gallington and l\fr. Ewell Fowler as 
co-sponsors. 
U nder the capable leadership of Dorothy Corzine, 
the members of the Home Economics Club plied 
their talents often and well. At Christmas the club 
made candy and cookies for the residents of the 
\iVilson Kaley Rest Home. Among their other ac-
tivities have been a picnic, a bunco party, a candy 
booth at the Mardi Gras, and a pot-luck dinner. 
Ruth Gaddis was chosen to represent the club at 
the I.H.E.A. meeting, and J eanette Mitchell was 
the delegate to the province workshop in Chicago. 
Doesn't Anyone Know a J oke? 
Dr. Plath, l\IcQueen, Muthersbough, Dr. Waffl e, Sensintaffar, Rhod es, Ensign, Rothchild . 
CHAPEL BOARD, WORLD FEDERALISTS NEW TO CAMPUS 
Say "Student Assembly Board" to any given 
nnmber of students and the most likely association 
they wi ll make with that name is the Courtship 
and Marriage lecture series which proved so 
popular with assembly audiences last winter. Cre-
ated only this year because of student dissatisfac-
tion with programs of the past, the assembly board 
has done a praiseworthy job. It is made up of six 
students elected by the Council and three faculty 
members nominated by the same body. E ssen-
tially, the student members have determined th e 
policy of the board, as the faculty exercise no 
veto. Emphasis this year was on programs originat-
ing among· Eastern students and faculty. For out-
side talent, the board avoided the use of profes-
sional entertainers, ami offered instead personaliti e:; 
of outstanding merit in the professions. 
The objective of the United \Vorld Federali sts, 
Inc., is the establishment of a limited world govern-
ment with power sufficient to prevent war. The or-
ganization at Eastern is a chartered chapter of 
the Student Division of the U.W.F., Inc., and it 
is only one of many such chapters that were or-
gan ized last year throughont the U nited States. 
V\' or king in th e belief that civili zation cannot sur-
vive ano ther war, and that the only real chance of 
security from war li es in a strong world govern-
ment, Eastern students interested in the principles 
and purposes of world federalism, with Mr. L ee 
Crook as faculty sponsor, drew up a constitution 
and elected officers. O rner Tobias served as presi-
dent, Forrest Suycott as vice-president, Hal Hub-
bard as treasurer, and Dorothy Cooley as secretary. 
L et's Go Live On Mars 
First Ro·w-Ewing, Zimmerman, Cooley, Suycott, Tobias. 
Second Row---Nance, Thfr. Crook, Ashworth , Tirey, Ha.rwood. 
Atlas' Apprentices 
Fi1'St Rou'-Hilderbrand, Holley, Al exander, Grubb , Glad, 1\'I. Stites, Sexson, Carter, S weet, Boudreau . 
Secou d R mr - Haworth , E. \Varen, Lite, Barr, Dong u, Brauer, S e ll e rs . 
Third Rou•- Dr. Lantz, D elV[oulin, Glover, T aylor, Richmond, Hudson. 
Fmwth Row-Sr. hon ebaugm , :Mc Culloch , :i\1ille.-, S ullivan , S tivers, Tipsword , Lencioni, Kntzich, Olsen . 
Fi ft h Rou·- Barnes, \ \ "ilson, Gh ere, l\1 erter, Pitol, McClure, Klay, B ell , Scruggs, LaRose, Gross, Sorense n. 
VARSITY CLUB, W.A.A. SPONSOR CO-REC NITE 
The Varsity Club. organization of all Eastern 
lettermen, was in full swing last year. Elections 
held at the first of the school year revealed Bob 
Olson , junior basketball star f~om St. Elmo, as 
pres ident. He was assisted by Jack Miller as vice-
president, and Howard Barnes as secretary-treas-
urer. The refreshment stands at basketball and foot-
ball games vvere again the main sources of income 
for the club. The profits were used to purchase 
letter sweaters for all who earn them in footba ll , 
basketball, track, cross-country, golf, and tennis. 
T he Varsity Club is one of the groups working 
always to stimulate school spirit at Eastern. The 
club has been steered, f rom the time of its exist-
ence, by Dr. Charles P. Lantz. 
Th~ \Vomen's Ath letic Association, with Betty 
Monier as president, enjoyed a year filled with 
many ath letic activities and social events. Early 
in the fall the W .A.A. held their annual "Mixer" 
picnic on south campus with over a hundred girls 
in attendance. Later, at their Christmas Party, the 
V•/.A.A. girls again entertained with all Eastern 
co-eds as their guests. For the first time in several 
years, the W.A.A., with the cooperation of the 
Varsity Club, opened the doors of the gym bi-
month ly for "Co-Ree" night. Many students of 
Eastern took this opportunity to play volleyball, 
badminton, table-tennis, and shuffleboard. At the 
forma l spring banquet, letters and sweaters were 
awarded to deserving members. 
Mike Lost Her Friend 
First RoUJ-Hild erbrand, L ayd en, Delanoi s, Kilman, 1\1onier, Patton, Km g, Butl er. 
S econd Row-Burmeister, Doyle , Harrington, Meeker, \\'inters, Sharrett, Schouten , Nel son, l\1onticue . 
Third R ou•-Bozarth, Bates , Rail sback, Nance, Cole, Foote, l\icGee. 
PEMITES INITIATE OPEN HOUSE 
In the shadow of Old Main, the Pemberton Hall 
girls spent a very husy year. The girls dormitory 
officers were Shirley Jones, president; Rose Marie 
Kibler, vice-president; Mary Lou Rowland, secre-
tary; and Marianne Bower, treasurer. Pemites be-
gan their activities with the initiation of freshman 
residents. These neophytes \vere put through a 
rigorous initiation program of a week. At its con-
clusion the new girls entertained the upperclass-
men w ith the customary pajama party. Long a 
tradition at Pem Hall, the formal birthday dinners 
this year were something to remember. The 
Christmas birthday dinner is probably the most 
formal occasion as the faculty are guests of honor. 
Programs are comprised of Pem Hall girls, giving 
evidence of an abundance of talent. For the first 
time in several years, the doors were thrown wide 
open in January for an Open House. Parents were 
given a better .:hance to observe dormitory life irr 
the spring, when they were invited to spend a day 
with their daughters on the annual Parents' Day. 
February found the Pemites busily at work on 
plans for the customary Washington Ball when the 
girls and their guests danced to the music of Ben 
Bradley and his orchestra. For their last dress-up 
affair, the underclassmen traditionally played 
hostess to their thirteen departing seniors. Pem-
berton Hall had the distinction this year of having 
three residents from distant lands-Marietta Perez, 
from Columbia, South America; Angela Kirnbauer 
from Canada; ancl Suzue I watate from Hawaii . 
Mrs. Alice Cotter, director of the Hall, was as-
sisted this year by Miss I,ela Johnson of the 
business education staff. 
And All Thru the Hall 
Pia no-l\Iaisch. Sea ted-Mi ss Johnson. 
F irst R ow-Delap, Kirnbauer, Engli sh, Ru ssell, Schuch, McCumber, Vaughn, Bell. 
S econd R ow--Stewa rt, Shirley, J enkins, Murphy, H esler, Brown, Moberl ey, Smith, Shepard . 
Third Row--Kenn edy, Wright, Ames, Sperry . 
Fourth Row--Hanks, Nelson. 
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Pem's Femmes 
Bower, Kibler, Rowland, Jones 
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Queens Await Santa's Call 
First R ou1--P erez, Larimer, Davi es, Trol.!sc h, Schn e iter, Sea man, Carson , Keen . 
Second Row-Beekl er, Madden, E ll en, Barth, l, ause tt , Rice. 
Th i•·d R ow--Lowry, Hutchin gs, Mrs. Cotter, Stewart, F erree, Krick. 
Patton Places Posters 
Childers, Potter, Corbin , Burmeister, Patton. 
"ON BORROWED TIME" TOP HIT FOR YEARS 
Players and Theta Alpha Phi, national honorary 
dramatics fraternity, held starring roles in the ac-
tivities on campus. They presented three fine per-
formances. In the Spring of 1947 they produced 
"On Borrowed Time," the unusual story in which 
death is personified as a Mr. Brink. The Home-
coming play in the fall was "Dear Ruth." This 
was a modern comedy concerning the mishaps in 
the romance of a returned service man. The final 
production for this year was "Night Must Fall," 
which was given in the ·winter. This was a melo-
drama with the setting in England. The actors in 
this play also had the job of developing an English 
accent. Players and Theta Alpha Phi were able to 
produce these fine plays only through the leader-
ship of two excellent directors. George W. Ross 
\\·as the dramatics teacher for "On Borrowed 
Time." In the fall E . Glendon Gabbard joined the 
faculty. Under his direction "Dear Ruth" and 
"Night Must Fall" were produced. The officers of 
the year were Hal Hubbard president; Virginia 
Burmeister, secretary-treasurer; and Jack Evey, 
historian. Don Musselman took over the presi-
dentia l duties in the winter after the resignation of 
the president. 
The P lay's the Thing 
First Rotu-Fristoe, Bates, Larimer, ~Iauntel. 
Sccmrd Row-.Herninger, Ames, Butler, Rothchild, Patton, Alexander. 
Third Ro·w-Snyder, Burmeister, 1\fcPea k, Hamilton, Tolch. 
F 'C 111·th Row-~1r. Gabbard, Musselman, Rothschild, Buz1.ard. 
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Now See Here 
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ON 
BORROWED 
TIME 
"On Borrowed Time" was a new 
type of drama for Eastern. The 
story tells of a Mr. Brink, who was 
really Death. and of an average 
American. The play was unique in 
that it had an exceptionally long 
part for a young boy. Gene Cole 
and Ronnie Mingus, two training 
school lads, played the pat-t of Pud, 
the young boy. Don Musselman 
gave an excellent performance as 
Gramps. He was ably supported 
by Naida Rae Bush, John Paul, 
Dorothy Cooley, Dories Hefty. Jack 
Evey, Foster Marlowe, John Tolch, 
Bob Richmond, and Bob Laneman. 
The stage crew did a fine job 111 
building the set for the play. 
And There Ye Shall Stay 
Two Over, Coffee on the Side 
DEAR 
RUTH 
The Homecoming production 
"Dear Ruth" was a modern comedy 
that was well received by Eastern's 
audience. Mary Patton was starred 
in the role of Ruth, the older 
daughteL Jean Marie Potter was 
the yo u n g e r and troublesome 
daughter, Miriam. John Roberts 
played Alfred, the confused neigh-
bor boy who was engaged to Ruth. 
The supporting class included Don 
Musselman. l\IJ arthel Rennels, John 
Tolch, Chester Adams, Patricia 
Kidd, Virginia Burmeister, and 
Robert Zimmerman. Mr. Gabbard 
directed this production. 
We Always Suspected 
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Straight from the Yard 
Featuring melodrama instead of comedy, Players pre-
sented a new type of drama in their winter production. 
This play was "Night Must Fall." The theme centered 
around Dan, a bell boy at a hotel, who had committed a 
murder. Don Musselman portrayed Dan. Dorothy Cooley 
was a middle-aged hypochondriac. In the supporting cast 
were Martha Butler, Pat Kidd, 
and t h e newcomers Barbara 
Paul, Tom Rothchild, Don 
Rothschi ld, and Mary Delle Wor-
rell. Much credit is deserved by 
the stage crew, who constructed 
the excellent set, and, Mr. Gab-
bard, who directed the play. 
•.. .. . . ·., 
And There I Was 
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NIGHT 
MUST 
FALL 
All for You · 
D. Kibl er, R. Kibl er, :McKenzie, ' Vails, Ashby, Ensign. 
Petrillo v.;ould gasp at the story of services ren-
dered by music students and faculty at Eastern 
during the past year . T heir numerous public ap-
pearances at school and community affairs have run 
the gamut from recitals to funerals. It is estimated 
that the total audience for Eastern student ap-
pearances, including the tremendous crowd at the 
Christmas "Messiah" is over 50,000 not counting 
radio audiences of which they have quite a follow-
ing. Listeners to the "Let's Go to College" radio 
program heard M r. L ee Crook weekly w ith his 
"Appreciation Hour," and senior music students 
previevv thei r recitals on the half-programs as 
a part of the regular requirements. It is the opinion 
of the music department that all this public service 
is of value both to the student and to the institu-
tion . It gives students an opportunity to develop 
Eastern's Marching Band 
BAND GROUPS ADD COLOR 
TO CAMPUS ACTIVITIES 
confidence and poise before large groups, and it 
shows the quality of work done in music at Eastern. 
Eastern's Marching Band made its appearances 
between halves at the football games led by Drum 
Major William Ensign. Spectators watched the 
changing formations, and were entertai ned by the 
agility of drum majorettes J eanne Ashby, Rose 
Kibler, J oan McKenzie, Deva K ibler, and Enola 
Walls. The band was und er the direction of Mr. 
T homas S. Richardson who was in charge of the 
United States Maritime Service military band in 
New York City during the war. During the 
basketball season, Mr. Richardson provided fans 
with something new in the way of pep music, with 
an all-male band. Their renditions of such num-
bers as "Tiger Rag" undoubtedly played a part in 
Eastern's numerous hardwood victories. 
Cross Drumsticks 
P age 011c Hwtdrcd 
Swee-t ... 
The Eastern Illinois Symphony orchestra, under 
the direction of Mr. Lee Crook, is composed of 
students, faculty and townspeople. They presented 
several numbers at the "Messiah" and played ac-
companiments to the choral pieces. In March, the 
orchestra presented two concerts, one in the colleRe 
auditorium and the other in Mattoon. Together 
with the Mixed Chorus and Cecilians, the Sym-
phony group gave the college a Christmas assembly 
that will be long remembered by all who heard it. 
Feature of thr program was Fred Waring's ar-
rangement of "Twas the Night Before Christmas." 
Eastern's Concert Band, whose personnel is the 
... :md Swing 
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Eastern Symphony Orchestra 
same as that of the marching band, made several 
appearances during the year and presented a wide-
ly varied program of concert music at th eir ;mnual 
concert in April. Later in the month the band went 
on tour , presenting concerts for the student bodies 
of Pana, Taylorville, St. Elmo, and Charleston 
high schools. The Concert Band provided thirty 
members of the AJI State College Band which 
played in connection with the Jllinois Music Educa-
tors Association meeting at Normal. Composed of 
eighty-five pieces, the organization chose Herb Lee 
as president, Mary Schouten as secretary, and 
Mary Dietkus as librarian. 
The Pep Band 
'I'he United Front 
"MESSIAH" AMASSES TREMENDOUS CAST 
Three hundred seventy-six stuuents, teachers, 
and community members presented the largest pro-
duction of the "Messiah" in Charleston's history 
on Sunday, December 14, in the Health Education 
building. The organized choristers were composed 
of church groups. rural community groups, and 
school groups. The solo parts were sung by eight 
music majors: Perry Whitson, tenor ; Herb Lee, 
bass; Ruth Longbons, alto; Grace Hance, soprano; 
Dorothy Hoy, alto; Jane English, soprano; Kenton 
Wibking, tenor; and Barbara Ringo Knott, soprano. 
The gigantic production was staged and directed 
by Dr. Leo J. Dvorak, head of Eastern's music 
department. The "Messiah" by Handel is Christmas 
music built around the Nativity scene. The pre-
sentation is a traditional biennial event, but this 
year the production was the largest in the history 
of the school. The capacity audience that witnessed 
thi s production was impressed, how·ever, not only 
by the size of the group. but also by the quality 
of their production. 
The activities of the Mixed Choir last year cen-
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Sound Yo' A 
Fi1·st Row- 1\l[i ss Beuttel, Hall, English, Levitt, Doles, ~IcCumhe r, Ellen, Haycroft, \Veil er, Hoth schild, Dav id son . 
Secoud R ow--Doyl e, Ca mphell, Lathrop, Walls, Harshbarger, R. 11'1. Kibl er, Hoy, Foss, Robin son , Maisch, \Veddl e, Mill er, A shby. 
Third R ow- Mill s, Kilma n, L a rim er, S noddy, M eyer, K ennedy, R. A. Kibl er , Ba rth, Lowry. S hields, Fau~ett, Longbons, Buehl er. 
CECILIANS PRESENT SPRING CONCERT 
tered upon the presentation of the "Messiah," in 
which they served as the nucleus of the huge choral 
group. During Holy Week the Choir gave a pro-
gram of Easter music for assembly. Concluding 
their year's appearances, the Mixed Choir took a 
prominent part in the graduation activities. 
Under the direction of Miss Ruth Ann Beuttel, 
the Cecilian Choir have clone themselves proud in 
their numerous presentations of the ):ear. Their 
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activities included the annual December program 
for the A.A.U.W., participation in the Christmas 
Assembly Program, representation in the Messiah 
Chorus, and a part in the Commencement and Bac-
calaureate exercises. The Spring Concert was the 
highlight of the year's engagements. The girls 
chose as their leaders Ruth Longbons, president; 
Rose Kibler, social chairman; Cozette Rothwell 
and Dorcas Buehler, _librarians; and Dolly David-
son, accompanist. 
Someone Tickled Rosie 
First R ow-Muther sbough, Baughman, W a r en, M iddlesworth, ?\!ille r , Bubeck, Jarboe, Black, Ashby, Roberts. 
Seco nd Row-Swr.arin gen, l\Ietter, Fitzgerald, Cooley. 
KDP, WHO'S WHO HONOR EASTERN'S BRIGHTEST 
Fourteen students elected hy the Student Counci l 
represented Eastern in the 1947-48 publication of 
"Who's Who in American Colleges and Univer-
sities." The compilation and publication of each 
student's biography should represent the best that 
the colleges have to offer. Election to this "Who's 
Who" group is one of the greatest distinctions that 
can be conferred on a junior or senior at Eastern. 
Still the top honor society a t E astern, Kappa 
Delta Pi, national honorary fraternity in education, 
was capably handled this year by Wilma Guth1 ie. 
Other officers were Norma Lathrop, vice-president; 
Marianne Bower, secretary; Shirley Middlesworth, 
treasurer; and Marian Mills, historian. Dr. Emma 
Reinhardt was counsellor for the group. Kappa 
Delta Pi held their annual reception for honor 
students in November, and later initiated 18 new 
members. Norma Lathrop was chosen delegate to 
the Annual Convention of Kappa Delta Pi which 
was held in February in Atlantic City, N. J. In 
the spring more initiates were welcomed at the 
annual formal banquet. 
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~nnk Ill 
AtQlrttrs 
He was a good felawe. 
He was of knighthode and of fredom flour. -Chaucer 

;football 
askrtball 
asrball 
1Crack 
1Crnnis 
<5olf 
Q:ross-Q:ountt] 
j ntramurats 
~omen's ~ports 
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First Row-" Slug" Barn es, Mike }loward, Frank Pitol, "Chuck" Gross, "Gunboat" LetRose, Lou Stivers, Don Johnson , Jim Sexson, 
Bob Sink, Ru ss Ghere, Uoman Dong u. 
S econd Row--P aul B~..:.rru s, Gene Scruggs, Bill And e rson , Jim Boone, Virg Sweet, Jo e Kruzich , John \\'a:-go, Jac k Robertson, Don \•Yal-
trip. Bill Hotto, Bill Sna pp. 
Third Row--Howie Boudreau, Bill Sargent, Bob L encioni, Dick Ad1ms, " Chu ck" Boyle, John Sowinski, Paul Arnold, Dick Mill s, Bob 
Babb, Tom Carl yle . 
FOOTBALL TEAM PROVE TO BE 13-POINT WONDERS 
If Coach O 'Brien's 1947 gridiron team will be 
remembered in years to come they will undoubtedly 
be recalled as the " 13 Point Wonders." The 
Panthers scored 13 tallies in the first five games 
of the season, skipped a game, and scored 13 ag:1in 
against Southern. 
Only one of the 13's was good for a win, how-
ever, the Homecoming tussle against Normal. It 
v\·as the first Homecoming victory in seven years 
and the first time Eastern had taken Normal in 
football since the fall of 1931. 
Bob Smith and "Chuck" Boyle provided the 
scores in an aerial battle played under threatening 
rain clouds. Boyle's passes set up both touchdowns 
as he tossed deep in Redbird territory to Neal 
Hudson and Russ Ghere to set up the two tall ies. 
The only other victory of the season came in the 
final game against \Ve:;tern. The Panthers ran up 
19 points whi le holding Western scoreless. The win 
gave the locals a two-won and two-lost conference 
record that enabled them to tie for third place. 
The rest of the season was a case of 13 points 
not being enough. "Chuck" Gross' two touchdowns 
against Eastern Kentucky were topped by extra 
points as Kentucky won 14 to 13. 
The heartbreaker of the year was the contest 
" ·ith Millikin. After trailing hy 14 points Bob 
Smith ripped off two second-half touchdowns, and 
the game ended with Eastern on the six-inch line 
on the short end of a 14-to-13 count. 
Indiana State beat the Panthers by a like score 
by coming from behind in the second half to win. 
The other two conference games, a 25-to-6 loss 
to Northern and a 33-to-13 setback by Southern, 
were the two worst week ends for the Blue and 
Gray. Both were played late in the season and 
away from home by an injury-ridden and 13-
pointalized squad. 
O'Brien Confers with Quarterbacks Babb and Boyle 
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F£r.st R O'Z.u-Hal Knorr, ''Hank" Lopinski , Bill l\1usselman, John Hall, Sam Bli ss, Dick Adams, Jack Sheets, Larry Miz ener, Bill Crum, "Tuck" 
\Vagner, Dave Smith , l\1anager. 
Second Row-Charles Za hradka, L ee Gri ssom, Phil Rhodes, Morri s T schann en, John Forti er, Bill P ennybocker, Paul Burrus, Bill Sargent, Dick 
P erry, Jim Loga n, V ance Child ers, B ob Drolet, Ken 1\'[yers. 
Third R ow--Dav e Wilso n, J ack Horsley, Jim Gindler, Hal Miles, Will L atta, Bob White, Don H eyduck, Bob T aylor, Glen Piland, Ray Belcher, Don 
l\IcKinn ey, Paul Arnold, Coach Rex Darling. 
DARLING TUTORS UNDEFEATED 11 811 TEAM 
A scrappy bunch of youngsters proved that foot-
ball could be a winning thing as they annexed six 
straight wins for an undefeated "B" team season. 
The Cubs rolled up 155 points to their opponents' 
31 as they whipped Scott Field, Normal, and Milli-
kin and Indiana State twice. 
Bill Crum scored all three touchdowns in victory 
number one as the "B's" took Scott Field 20 to 7. 
The season's second victory was a 24-0 win over 
Mill ikin. The Cubs scored ~n every quarter with 
Bill Sargent's passes and Hank Lopinski's kicking 
accounting for much of the success. 
The 7\ to 6 conquest over Normal was the closest 
game of the six. After several goal-line stands in 
the first half, Sargent tossed a touchdown pass to 
Paul Arnold, and Bill Musselman kicked the game-
winning point. 
Two routs over Indiana State, 49 to 0 and 30 to 
6; and a 25-to-12 win over Millikin rounded out 
the season. 
Three of the "B's" Best: Hank Lopinski, Paul Arnold, and Larry Mizener 
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1947 SQUAD 
Left Page, Top: LeeRoy LaRose (T) and Bill Snapp (G) . 
First ll"ide Row : Tom Carlyle (T), Bob Babb (QB), Howie Boudreau 
(QB), Smith (LI-[). 
Secoud Rmv: Wes Hilligoss (E), Len Bujnowski (T), "Slug" Barnes 
(G), Fred Wargo (RH). 
Tl.ird Ra<v: Jim Sexson (C), ~like Howard (G), Frank Pitol (T), 
Dick ~Jills (C). 
Right Page, First Ro·w : Neal Hudson (E), Captain Donald "Cocky" 
Davisson (G), "Chuck" Boyle (QB), Gerry Baker (G). 
Seco11d Ro7.l': ).i[ost Valuable, Earl Benockhe (LH), Dick Adams (E), 
Jack Robertson ( LH). 
Third Ro7,•: Gene Scruggs (T), Roman Dongu (G), Russ Ghere (E), 
Lou Stivers (C). 
Fonrth Row: Don Johnson (RH), Bob Lencioni (RH), Jim Boone (E), 
"Chuck" Gross (FB). 
Fifth Row: ~fick Lyle (RH), Joe K ru zich (E), Bob Sink (T), John 
Sowinski (E) . 

Ball State 21 
Eastern I 3 
Indiana State 14 
Eastern I 3 
Eastern Ky. 14 
Eastern I 3 
Millikin 14 
Eastern 13 
Eastern 19 
Western 0 
Homecoming 
Eastern I 3 
t'-Jormal 6 
Southern 25 
Eastern 6 
] ohn Savonivich, Don Glover, Elmo Hilderbrand, John Wilson, Jim 
Roy Klay, Frank Pitol, Neal Hudson, Ray De~[oulin, Bob Olson, 
~Iarkwell, and Coach vVilliam A. Healey. 
CAGE SQUAD HAS BEST SEASON IN 23 YEARS 
Although they didn't return to Kansas City 
this year, the 1947-48 edition of Coach William 
A. Healey's basketball squad turned in the best 
record Eastern has had in 23 years. The quintet 
piled up 16 wins against only seven defeats, a 
percentage of .695. 
In two years of coaching at Eastern, the form-
er Grosse Pointe, Mich .. high school mentor has 
won 33 ball games and dropped only 15, a per-
centage of .687. 
The Blue and Gray hoop squad started the 
season with a rousing 81 to 49 win over Indi;:ma 
Central. They closed the season turni·ng back 
the same club 74 to 69 at T ndianapolis. Inciden-
tally, this was Central's only home loss. 
The Panthers turned back Shurtleff 62 to 57 
and Millikin's Big Dlue 53 to 49. Later in the 
season Eastern dropped a 64-to-56 deci sion to 
_T. M. U. at Decatur. This was the game when 
Millikin didn't know what the word "miss" 
meant. 
The first defeat of the season and one of the 
tv\·o home losses came at the hands of a verv 
powerful Indiana State five. After trailing most 
of the second half, Stare came from behind to 
Remember the Good Neighbor Policy, John 
shade the HealeYmen 58 to 55. ln a return match 
at Terre Haute-the Panthers threw a scare into 
the unbeaten-at-home State Q uintet losing 70 to 
62. 
During the Christmas holidays Loui siana Tech 
bl ew into town and th en left with a 58-57 defeat 
fo llowing them. At the Holiday Tourney in 
T erre Haute. Eastern emerged with a win anc a 
loss. Th ey swamped Anderson 83 to 67 and lost 
55 to 51 to a once-beaten K irksville, Mo., hoop 
squad. Th e Missouri boys' only loss came in 
the final s of that tournament, when they lost to 
the Sycamores. 
Coach H ealey's c<tge crew won their first 
Jllinois Intercoll egiate Athletic Conference con-
test from Normal, 90 to 57. They turned the 
trick again at Bloomington 74 to 55. 
Southern's champion Maroons handed the 
locals thei r other home loss 58 to 54. At Carbon-
dale the champs stung the Blue and Gray 73 to 
52. Southern and Indiana State a re the only 
teams to defeat the Panthers at home and also 
score more than 70 points against Eastern. 
Eureka proved no trouble, losing both times 
70 to 56 and 60 to 49. Basketball oddity of the 
year was the U niversity of Ecuador, whom the 
Panthers shaded 54 to 34. 
Northern provided the locals two more HAC 
wins, 67.- to 49 and 53 to 46. The Healeymen won 
a pair of benefit games, whipping the St. Louis 
Shearers, a semi-pro outfit for the March of 
Dimes, 77 to 42, and defeating the Evansville 
Purple Aces for the Abraham Lincoln Friend-
ship Train, 71 to 55. 
Western was the onlv other conference club 
to hand Eastern a loss, v~rinning at Macomb 68 to 
54. In the return g<tme, the Panthers won a 
thriller 69 to 67. 
T he squad scored a total of 1,482 points dur-
ing the entire season. an average of 64.4 points 
a game. The opponents gathered 1,304, an aver-
age of .52.3 points a game. Tn conference play 
the Panthers amassed 513 points, an average of 
64.1 against th e foes' 473 points, an average 
of 59.1. 
Bob O lson shaded Don Glover for individual 
scoring honors, gathering 110 field goals but only 
18 charity tosses, for a total of 238 points. 
Glover's average for the 23 games he played in 
was 11 points a game. In the same number of 
contests Olson had an average of 10.3. 
In conference compet iti on Gl over scored 42 
field goals and 11 gift shots, for 95 counters. 
which gives him an 11.8 average. O lson picked 
up 39 tloor shots and four free throws for 84 
markers. This gave him an average of 10.4. 
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Get 'er , Jim 
It might be interesting to note that Glover 
scored 135 poi nts after he moved to the first 
five and the forward position. His 61 field goals 
and 13 free throws gave him an average of 
16.8 a game. Against conference foes he scored 
32 field shots and seven free throws for a total 
of 71 points, an average of 17.7. 
J ohn \"..i il son took down third place scoring 
honors. He appeared in 23 frays , gathering 169 
points. His 75 field goals and 19 free throws 
game him a 7.3 average. Against IIAC clubs 
the 6'1" forward had 20 field shots and six char-
itty tosses gi ving him 46 markers, an average 
of 5.7. 
Go Get 'em, Panth ers! 
Frank Pitol Roy K lay 
Jack Miller John ·wilson Lee Markwell 
Neal Hudson Jack Haworth Jim Boone 
Bob Olson Don Glover Elmo Hilderbrand 
Coach Rex Darling, Virg Sweet, Howie 
Boudreau, Bill Crum, Aaron Gray, Dick Perry, 
Tuck Wagner, Dick Adams, "Cash" Hanks, 
Paul Arnold, Hersh Wagner, John Hammond, 
J. C. Doane, and Roman Dongu. 
JUNIOR VARSITY WINS NINE OF TEN 
Fourth honors went to Tack Miller, whose re-
bounding and great defensive work added greatly 
to h is 151 points. The 6'4" pivot man was good 
for 61 floor shots and 29 gift shots, an average 
of 6.5. In conference competition his 23 field 
goals and nine free throws gave him a 6.6 
average. 
E lmo Hi lderbrand's 51 field shots and 32 free 
throws gave him an average of 6.7. The Clay 
City flash scored the most points in a single 
game, gathering 31 against Eureka. During IIAC 
play he scored 17 field goals and 15 free throws 
for 53 points, an average of 8.8 a game. 
Captain Neal Hudson's ~teady f1oor play was 
one of the big factors in the impressive Blue and 
Gray record. He contributed 40 field goals and 
43 free throws to the Panthers' cause. The 
Olney guard had 123 counters for an average 
of 5.5 an outing. Conference foes had to reckon 
with his 14 floor shots and 20 charity tosses for 
48 markers, giving him a six-point average. 
Big Jim Sullivan finished up his collegiate 
career with 104 tall ies in 18 outings this season. 
The left-hand hook shot artist gathered 41 floor 
shots and 22 free throws to give him an average 
of 5.7. Against conference competition he picked 
up 14 two-pointers and eight free tosses for 36 
markers. This gave him a six-point-a-game 
average. 
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Ray DeMoulin, Illinois' gift to Eastern, was a 
man opponents had to watch in the Panthers' 
much feared fast break. His steady rebounding 
and great general floor play gave Eastern fol-
lowers a chance to beam. He was good fot· 49 
Aoor shots and 21 free throws, a total of 79 
counters, an average of 5.3 average. The Decatur 
eager had 17 field goals and nine charity tosses, 
giving him 43 points in IIAC play. 
Lee Markwell: fast-moving forward, poured 
in 33 buckets, 21 gift shots, giving him 87 
counters, a 4.7 average. The flashy Casey man 
had 1/1 points in conference play, an average 
of 3.4. 
Jack Haworth, high jumping guard, gathered 
in 51 counters. He scored 17 points in IIAC play. 
The Eastern "B" team also enjoyed a fine 
season under the able leadership of Coach Rex 
Darling. The junior varsity won nine of the 
ten games on the slate and ran up a total of 521 
points for a 52-point-a-game average. Their op-
ponents collected 429 tallies for almost 43 points 
per outing. 
H ersh Wagner vvas the leading scorer for the 
J V as he collected 87 points in seven games for 
12.7 per game. 
C. J. Doane garnered 76 tallies for the 
runner-up spot. Bill Crum with 63, Wilber 
Hanks with 52 and Virg Sweet were the other 
high men. 
The ·'B" team cason record follows: 
Eastern ................ 63 }Iillikin ......................... )6 
Eastem ... ........... .. 44 Scott Field ................. t13 
Eastern .. .............. 67 I ndi:ma State .... ......... 42 
Eastern ................ 42 Indiana State ............. 51 
Eastern .... ............ 42 1\Iillikin ........................ 34 
Eastem ........... ... .. 54 Chanute F ield ...... ..... .48 
Eastern ................ 60 Chanute Field ............ 37 
Eastern ...... ......... .42 Evansville .................... 37 
Eastern ....... ......... .75 Concordia ................... .49 
Eastern .. ........... ... 70 Concordia ................... .40 
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Ali ]\..r 1.aro0 n 
Two Points, J\f arkwell 
Seco11d R ow : Coach Lantz, Ty F ranklin, Kenny Grubb, Jim Seymour, "Reel" Flaugher, 
Milt Schonebaum, Paul Alexand er, Jack Hawo rth, Ted Novak, Assistant Coach Andy 
Sullivan. 
First Row: Ross Martin, Gerry H oll ey, Glen Pi land, ).lost Valuable, Art Glad, Leo 
Slovikoski, and Earl Benoche. 
BASEBALLERS COP I.I.A.C. CHAMPIONSHIP 
Eastern enj oyed a rather long baseball season. 
starting with a no-hit, no- run game early in 
April, and ending in December when the con-
ference officials finally deci<ied that Eastern de-
served its first conference crown since Coach 
Charles P. Lantz came to Eastern. The crown 
finally fell to the Panthers after it was decided 
that two early season contests with Southern 
should count in Eastern's total. Since the Blue 
and Gray won both of these contests it bolstered 
the confe rence record to six wins and two losses 
against Western's four and two. 
Unser Checks a Haworth Score 
Coach Lantz fielded a team of seven freshmen 
and two sophomores that annexed eleven wins 
against five setbacks. 
Art Glad led the team afield and at bat and 
was voted the most valuable player on the team 
by his teammates at the end of the season. 
Kenny Grubb led the mound corps with five 
victories and no reversals. Ted Novak notched 
three wins and was nicked twice. Wes Hilligoss 
and Milt Schoenbaum had even records. Hilli-
goss got cred it for four games and Schoenbaum 
for two. 
The no-hit, no-run game was the combined 
work of Hilligoss, Grubb. Schoenbaum. and 
Novak, who successfully shut out Chanute Field 
4 to 0. Earl Benoche led the attack with a lusty 
home run. 
Two of th e most crucial games of the year 
were the early season pair with the Huskies from 
DeKalb. Kennv Grubb turned in a nice five-hit 
game aga inst ·the defending champs as J ack 
Hawor th belted in two runs while• the Huskies 
scored one. 'l'he next clay Wes Hilligoss could 
find no more of Grubb's luck, however, as the 
H uskies made only one safety and scored three 
times. Bob Kaczala shut-out the Panthers with 
only three hits. 
Western handed the Blue and Gray their 
other conference defeat as they emerged on top 
of a 9-5 slugfest count. The game was infested 
with walks and misbobbles as Western scored 
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Just like a Bird 
five unearned runs and got only five hits to 
Eastern's six. The Panthers got revenge later in 
the season as they laid it on Macomb's men 13-3. 
Novak, Hilligoss, and Grubb shared the pitching 
honors as the locals unleashed a 17 -hit attack. 
Southern proved to be one of the soft touches 
of the season. The Lantzmen turned back the 
Southerners 7-6 in a rain-halted affair early in 
the season, 8-4 and 7-3 in the two conference 
games; and came up on the short end of a 11-4 
count in an exhibition game in Murphysboro at 
the finish of the season. 
ormal was another two-time victim as they 
bent before the Panthers S-4 and 8-0. Ted Novak 
administered the whitewash as he gave the R ed-
birds only one hit. Jack Haworth was responsible 
for the other victory as he homered in the ninth 
to send the last two runs home and beat ex-
Easterner Fred Ghert. 
Chanute Field not only was victimized for the 
no-hitter in the opener 'but later succumbed to 
Kenny Grubb 2-1. 
Millikin and the Hopkins brothers were 5-4 
and 10-3 vi ctims of the· HAC champs. Leo 
Slovikoski tripled with the bases full for the vic-
tory margin in the 5-4 contest and 15 hits w~re 
ample for the other victory. 
Indiana State proved to be the jinx team of 
the year as they beat the champs twice, 10-2 and 
10-3. 
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SEASON'S RECORD 
Eastern ________________ 4 Chanute F eld ______________ 0 
Eastern__________ ____ __ 2 
Eastern ____________ ____ 0 
Eastern________________ 7 
Eastern ________________ 2 
Eastern________________ 8 
Eastern ________________ 7 
Eastern.________ __ _____ 5 
Eastern_______________ 8 
Eastern________________ 3 
Eastern________________ 5 
Eastern ________________ l 0 
Eastern ............... 13 
Eastern .. _____________ _ 2 
Eastern ________________ 4 
Northern --------------- ------ 1 
Nor thern ---------------------- 3 
Southern ---------------------- 6 
(4 i:mings ) 
Chanute Field ______________ 1 
Scuther:1 ---------------------- 4 
Southern ------------------ ---- 3 
N ormc.l ------------------------ 4 
N orrna I -------- -- -------------- 0 
Tndia:~a State .............. 10 
vVestcrn ---------------------- 9 
Millikin 
------------------------ 4 
Millikin 3 
Indiana State __________ ___ .1 0 
Southern ______ __________ __ ____ ll 
PITCHERS' RECORDS 
Won Lost 
Kenny Grubb ____________________________________________ 5 
Ted N ovak ________________________________________________ 3 
Wes Hilligoss _________________ ---------- ----------------2 
Mi It Schoen ba um -------- ------- _______________________ } 
Alex, Just Ready an' Waitin' 
0 
2 
2 
1 
Third Row: Don Brauer, Dick McCulloch, Roy Klay, "Chuck" Gross, Dick Spillers, Bill 
Monie,r, John Barr. 
Second Row: Jack Robertson, Glen Piland, Lee 1\Iarkwell, LeeRoy LaRose, Wayne Parke, 
Bob Drolet, Ken Klette. 
First Row: Russ Ghere, Bob Babb, "Skeet" Sullivan, Neal Hudson, Johnny Lewis, Lyle 
Knott, Don Johnson, Ernie Waren. 
TRACKSTERS ENJOY SUCCESSFUL SEASON 
Coach Maynard O'Brien had bright prospects 
and possibly a conference championship in the 
offing as he started practice for the 1947 track 
squad, but old-man injury wouldn't leave the 
squad intact, and before the team had seen their 
first competition three stalwarts were m1ssmg. 
O'Brien had counted heavily on Bob Slater in 
the distance runs, Walter Briggs in the dashes, 
and Jim Sullivan with the javelin. None of the 
Skeeter Takes Over the Mail 
three saw action, however, for Slater suffered a 
broken leg, Briggs pulled a leg muscle, and 
Sullivan left school for a knee operation. 
Although handicapped, tht- team brought home 
two dual victories over Millikin, and wins over 
Normal and Indiana State. A loss to Southern 
was the onlv dual defeat of the season. The 
Blue and Gr.ay ran into their toughest competi-
tion of the campaign in the Elmhurst Invita-
Score Two in the Long Run 
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Slater Boots O ne Home Hudson or Indian 
tiona! where they finished tenth in a field of 
twenty. A third in the conference meet climaxed 
the season. 
The outstanding performance of the season 
was LeeRoy LaRose's unblemished record in 
the shot put. Not only wa 5 he unbeaten, but he 
broke the conference record he had set the yea r 
before. H e tossed the 16-pound ball47 feet 9 1/ 4 
inches, besting his old mark 9 3/ 4 inches. 
Along with LaRose, Neal Hudson was a 
constant point-maker in the broad jump. hi p;h 
jump, and pole vault, as was Johnny Lewis, 
whose features were the pole vault and h igh 
jump. Wayne Parke held his own in th e javelin, 
as did Lyle Knott in the broad jump. 
Don Johnson gathered points in the dashes, 
and Glen Piland was the answer to Eastern's 
call for a hurdler. Dick Spillers and Don 
Sullivan operated in the quarter and half mile 
and were members of the relay team. Sullivan 
also helped Bill Monier and John Barr ir1 
the mile. Barr and Monier also carried the bur-
den in the two-mile run. Ernie Waren and Bob 
Drolet ran the 880 and carri ed the baton for the 
Blue and Gray. Bob Bahb garnered tallies in 
the 440 and low hurdles and Lee Markwell 
helped in the sprints. 
Johnson, Markwell, and Robertson Sco1·e Against Redbirds 
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Steve Morgan, Bill Carter, "Ace" Irvin, Coach William A. Healey, "Doc" Sellers, Roger Sorensen, Joe Whitacre. 
SECOND PLACE FOR TENNIS SQUAD 
The tennis team, ably assisted by Coach 
Healey, finished the season with a second in the 
II AC Conference after failing to win a single 
dual engagement. 
Healey's part in the conference showing came 
when he pulled five of six byes out of the hat, 
putting three singles players in the semi-finals. 
Steve Morgan, "Ace" Irvin, and Bill Carter 
accounted for the rest of the victory with initi ctl 
wins in their matches. All three were beaten by 
Sorensen 
One Up 
Southern men in the finals as the Maroons won 
the crown with 19 1/ 2 points to Eastern's 6. 
Bill Carter proved to be the most consistent of 
the racque_t men as he 'A'On four of six singles 
matchts during the season and teamed with 
Morgan to win a doubles match against Principia. 
Roger Sorensen, No. 1 player, scored a singles 
win against Principia in one of his best show-
ings of the year. 
coops 
Carter, Up Close 
"The Champ" Serves Morgan, at the Net 
GOLFERS PLAY IN ROUGH 
Golf returned to the campus in a rather dis-
astrous way as the !acts of the fairway failed 
to win any of their six matches during the spring. 
Jack Sensintaffar was the most consistent 
point-getter as he scored 2 1/ 2 out of 3 points 
in each of the matches lost to \i\' estern. 
Allen Morts captured 1/ 2 point in both of the 
matches lost to Millikin and in the first Western 
go. 
Jim Welch, low man for Eastern in the con-
ference meet, counted 1/ 2 point in both the 
Western and Indiana State matches. 
Coach Lloyd R. Burley, Jack Sensintaffar, Bill White, AU!en Monts, Jim Welch, Marv Stearn 
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Dick Spillers, "Skeet" Sullivan, Paul Roosevelt, Dick McCulloch, John Barr, and Don Glover. 
LONG RUNNERS CAPTURE I.I.A.C. 
Eastern's long-run boys emerged from a rather 
wet and desolate fall with second place in the IIAC, 
two dual wins, and only one reversal in two-team 
competition. Don Gloyer and Dick Spillers carried 
the weight of the attack with John Barr, Bill 
Monier ami Dick Spillers carried the weight of 
the attack with John Barr. Bill Monier and Dick 
l\JcCulloch rounding out the most consistent five. 
The season opened with Normal, also the IIAC 
victor, outrunning Coach Clifton \V . White's squad 
42 to 15. 
Glover took the number-one spot in the first win 
of the season as Eastern turned back Southern 30 
to 25. Spillers, lV[onier, Rarr and Paul Roosevelt 
followed Glover across for the victory. · 
Spillers teamed vvith Glover in the tape-breaking 
act in a 40-to-21 win over Indiana State. Barr, Mc-
Culloch and John \iVilson scored in the other three 
positions. 
Glover, Spillers, l\'Ionier, and Barr scored in 
positions five, six, nine, and ten in the conference 
meet, but it wasn't enough to head off Normal's 
powerful Redbirds. 
Seco11d R oH•: J ohn Bushur, "Skeet" Sullivan, Dale Keen, J ohn Barr, Paul 
Roosevelt, John Wilson, Don Glover. 
First R o·w: Coach Clifton White, Gerry Hargis, Dick :-rcCu ll och, Bob 
Mitchell, Dick Spillers, Dick Schouten. 
Monier Confers with Coach \iVhite 
FLYING JETS I.M. CHAMPS 
After almost nightly acttvtty during the winter 
quarter the Intramural Basketball league was 
trimmed from thirty-two teams to the champions, 
The Flying Jets . 
The thirty-two contenders were split into four 
eight-team round robins, with the winner and 
runner-up of each bracket playing an elimination 
tournament at the end of the season. 
The champions had li ttle trouble in the final 
as thev turned back the Globe Crawlers SO to 20 
with Art Johnson and Harold Carpenter leading 
the scOt-ing with 12 pointers each. 
The eight teams competing in the winter classic 
were as follows: 17 Palm Boys and the Globe 
Crawlers representing round robin I, the Elmonians 
and F lying Jets from round robin II, the Phi Sigs 
and Trailer Market from number III, and the 
Moose and F lyers from robin number IV. 
The Jets vv·on five and lost two in their bracket 
to reach tournament play and beat the Flyers 41 to 
34 and the Moose in a 44 to 41 overtime contest to 
gain the finals. Besides Johnson and Carpenter 
the Jets claimed Gerry Holley, Lee Malan, Dale 
Keen, and Rex ·Whitson. 
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Jake Rebounds for the Press Club 
The Globe Crawlers had a like five and two 
record in their round robin . They reached the finals 
with victories over the 17 Palm Boys 47 to 46 and 
a 32 to 24 win over the E lmonians. Mi lt Schoen-
baum and Dwight Hollenbeck led the Crawlers. 
Art Johnson copped the scoring honors for the 
tournament with 18 buckets and six free throws 
for a 42-point total in the three games. 
Kenny Grubb scored 33 tallies to lead the 17 
Palm Boys. Harry Hedden took third place with 
31, and scored 20 in one game for the single-game 
honors. Schoenbaum and Hollev followed with 25 
and 23. -
The winter classic was interesting this year in 
that several of the varsity players adopted teams 
and coached them. Bob Olson's Elmonians were 
only defeated once before the ir tournament Joss. 
Neal Hudson's Moose showed well until their 
overtime loss to the champion Jets. 
Leslie Barnhart led the Trailer Market squad. 
Barney's sweetest victory was over Dick "The Cat-
man" I,chr's Sig Tau squad. 
Smile, Betty 
WOMEN 
ATHLETES 
PROVE VERSATILE 
Hockey, with Kathleen Nelson as leader, at-
tracted many lassies in the fall. All the girls made 
it through the sea on with only minor bruises, 
aches and pains. 
Mary Patton succeeded in creating more interest 
and participation in the Modern Concert Dance 
Club which was conducted throughout the ye::1r. 
Their program included: A Study of Falls; A Per-
cussion Series; A Traditional Series; The Angelus; 
Moods; the Urge to Dance; and Christopher Robin. 
The Dance Club also visited the University of 
Jllinois to participate in a dance Symposium and 
whi le there, presented a take-off of the play Green 
PastUI·es, in dance. 
Virginia Burmeister conducted lessons in tennis 
during the fall and spring quarters. Tournaments 
were held during both seasons. 
As has always been the case, basketball was the 
main attraction of the year. Barbara Monticue was 
head of the club and conducted an open tourna-
ment. The "Blue Demons" were again victorious. 
And One for You 
A varsity team was organized, and the team had 
a chance to display its ability in a game with Cape 
Girardeau College from Missouri at Carbondale's 
"Sports Day," February 7, although the gi rl s were 
defeated by a narrow margin. 
Norma Clark and the Bowling club trekked to 
the bowling alleys for an afternoon of strikes and 
spares during the winter quarter. 
Badminton. with Deva Kibler as leader. was 
held during the winter quarter. 
A varsity volleyball team was also organized 
with Ruth Hilderbrand as captain. The team played 
at Carbondale against Nor mal. 
"Sway and Swing with Bobbie King" was the 
theme of winter f]Uarter's Wednesdays, as social 
ballroom dancing held the interest of more than 
forty guys and gals. 
During the spring quarter Almeta Greathouse 
led the softball squad and \Vi lma Winters teed 
off with her golfers. Mary Kay Schouten and her 
would-be Robin Hoods met every Wednesday. 
Hum . . . 1 ot Bad ! ! ! 
Deva Dishes Out the Dope 
Long Ago When There Was a Hockey beld 
T he Question Is: Can Betty Add? 
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iJnnk IV 
1J1ruturrn 
.. . sondry folk, by aventure yfalle 
In felaweship ... 
Ther is no newe gyse that nas old. -Chaucer 

!lomrcoming 
ctampns 1Lradtts 
ctampus ctiQ! · 
<5 raduation 
~ prcfal ~nmts 
jl 
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HOMECOMING QUEEN 
.J'fer.- ~4ojMt¥ u:i'r.-lene ~oear.-inyen 
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ARLENE SWEARINGE;-.J 
Sigma Sigma Sigma 
Rose of Sigma Tau Gamma 
Homecoming Queen 
Mirror, Mirror on the Wall ! 
Duck, Gunner 
Sigma Tau Gamma 
HAC Shot Put Title Holder 
Football Lineman 
c 
A 
M 
p 
u 
s 
How About a Job in Alaska? 
Delta Sigma Epsilon 
N C'WS Busine s Manager 
W.A.A. Prexy 
The Campus Bum 
DOYLE K. DRESSBACK 
Phi Sigma Epsilon 
Golfer 
Veteran Emcee 
Still on Those Senior Forms 
Sigma Tau Gamma 
Football Captain 
Payc Oac H undrrd Tlli1" / ')l- six 
The Literary Type 
SHIRLEY J. MIDDLESWORTH 
Sigma Sigma Sigma Vice-Prexy 
Warbler Editor 
Kappa Delta Pi 
lOK or 14K, Neal? 
Sigma Tau Gamma 
All-Round Athlete 
liA.C Most Valuable Basketball 
Player '47 
/'a ye One Hn11d1·e<l Thi rty·seven 
L 
E 
A 
D 
E 
R 
s 
Bet Gunner Keeps House 
Sigma Sigma Sigma 
Women's League 
Former Football Greeter 
JOH1 H. MUTHERSBOUGH 
Sigma Tau Gamma Vice-Prexy 
Associate Editor of N ews 
Sports Editor of the Warbler 
A Man's Got to Learn Sometime! 
Ask Any Woman 
Student Assembly Board 
Debater 
New Script 
I 
Versatile Actor 
Raoio Scrip Writer 
Theta Alpha Phi Prexy 
"Big Deal" with the 8-oz. Bottle 
'igma Tau Gamma House Manager 
Basketball Star 
Varsity Club Vice-Prexy 
Can She Hit High C? 
Phi Beta Treasurer 
''Messiah" Soloist 
Cecilian Prexy 
"Bits from Business" on the Left 
Delta Sigma Epsilon 
Bits from. Business Editor 
Senior Attendant to Queen 
C AMPUS LEADERS 
Karen Steals the Show 
Sigma Tau Gamma 
News Editor 
A Glass of \Vater, Please! 
Sigma Tau Gamma Treasurer 
Chairman of Publication<; Board 
Newman Club Potentate 
Sigma Tau Gamma Prexy 
Kapa Mu Epsilon 
Kappa Delta Pi 
Draw One 
Phi Sigma Epsilon 
Men's Union Prexy 
Kappa Mu Epsilon 
CAMPUS LEADERS 
Delta Sigma Epsilon 
Drum Majorette 
Former Cheerleader 
What's Yours? 
Sigma Sigma Sigma 
Junior Aide '47 
Phi Sigma Epsilon Secretary 
As ociate Editor of Warbler 
and 1947 Editor 
Good Afternoon, 
Mr. and Mrs. Coles County 
Sigma Tau Gamma 
Radio Program Director 
Eastern's Favorite Baritone 
CAMPUS CITY COUNCIL 
Barracks Boys 
,r 
1\ f anuell , Gregor, Voorhees, Anderson, 
Dr. Anfinson 
CAMPUS CITY 
CO-OP STORE 
Name Your 
McCl ure, Bryant, Del 
Barrett, Colwell , Wi lliams. 
Trailerville 
Mayor 
and 
~Aides-
Gunner Points It Out LaRose, Garner, :Mayor 1/fcCullough, Lance. 
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CAMPUS CITY 
DEDICATION PROGRAM 
SUMMER 1947 
STADIUM 
SITE 
High-Priced Labor 
LTBRARY 1948 
Open Shop 
LTBRARY 19?? 
With Coal Shovels, 
No Less 
Cheer leaders 
Hesler, Zimmerman, Palmer. 
Zimmerman Floored 
WINTER WALK 
LOUNGE 
Wee Kibitzer 
M , ~ , 1~ S1'I ETOE FROLIC 
End 0 f the 
Evening 
Stivers Does the 
Charl eston 
d Ma,_ers Mistletoe Melo Y r, 
Between Dances 
The Last Waltz 
And for You 
The Marshall Plan 
The Honor 
Walk in the Sun 
Chow Hounds 
Backward Party 
On Bended Knee 
What a Set-up for 
A Poker Game! 
The New Long Look 
Dancing in the ( ?) Dark 
Oooh! You Don't Say! 
Touch Tag 
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Bubbles in a Champagne Glass Chi Rho's Repose 
\ ,Yhat a Chance for a Purse Snatcher Free Bubble Gum ? 
Show Me a Half Nelson, Teach! We'll Make a Basket-Manana 
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Sorry, No Electric Mixer 
Isn't It Shocking? 
Miss Buster Brown 
Santa Claus' Little Helpers 
See What the Boys 
in the Back Room 
Will Have 
Caught in the Act 
Roberts Forgot 
His Lines! 
Is That a Comic 
Book? 
Classy Chassis 
Hot Java 
-A-
Abraham, Quentin Wilson, 24 
Adams, Chester: Edman, 56, 78, 80, 98 
Adams, John Rtchard, 106 107 109 116 
Aikman, Arthur Loren, 47 ' ' 
Alexander, John Austin, 47 
Alexander, Robert Paul, 56, 93, 118 
Alexander, Shirley Jean, 40, 96, 98 
Alter, Robert Rhodes, 56, 91 
Ames, Pamela Joan, 56, 81, 87, 94, 96 
Anderson, Charles David, 40, 86, 140 
Anderson, Charles Eugene, 70 
Anderson, Max Wirt, 47, 84 
Anderson, William Fredc:rick, 106 
Ankenbrandt, Robert Lee, 86 
Arney, Billie Bradford, 47 
Arnold, Lee Delmar, 56 
Arnold, Paul Thomas, 56, 106, 107, 116 
Arzem, Charles Basel, 24 
Ashby, Jeanne, 40, 66, 69, 76, 100, 103, 104, 139 
Ashworth, James Ray 92 
Ayers, Henry Glenn, 56 
Ayers, Phillip Edward, 47 
-B-
Babb, Robert Gene, 106, 108, 120 
Bagby, Marilyn Violet, 40 69 
Bailey, Francis Edward, Z4, 89, 90 
Batley, George Lewis, 47, 76 
Bailey, James Cecil, 91 
Bai ley, Jam es Othel, 24, 86, 87 
Bailey, John Lloyd, 40 
Baker, Gerald Raymond, 109 
Baker, Imogene, 47 
Baker, Jane Louise, 56 
Baker, Martha Allene, 88 
Balcerzak, Phil Eugene, 47, 84 
Balch, William Emmett, 56 
Ballard, ena Eileen, 73 
Bane, William Robert, 38 
Barnes, Howa~d E., 40, 93, 106, 108 
Barnhart, Leslte Arlo, 39, 40, 66, 74, 89 
Barr, John Albert, 93, 120 124 
Barr, William Harold, 56' 
Barrett, J ohn, 47, 140 
Barth, Catherine Jeanne, 56, 81, 95, 103 
Barth, Charles Royal, 24, 72, 86 91 
Barth, Richard Maurice, 47, 70 ' 
Bateman, Harold Bernard 40 76 81 91 
Bates, Anna J ean, 56, 83,' 93,' 96' ' 
Baughman, Eli za~eth Ruth, 24, 66, 69, 87, 104 
Baumgarten, Manlyn Berniece 40 80 91 
Beabout, Harry Gilbert, 56 ' ' ' 
Beattie, Gladys Marie, 56, 81 
Becket, Wanda Loretta, 56, 85 
Beckler, Beverly June, 56, 95 
Beerli, Burk Emil, 24, 91 
Beitz, Patsy Yvonne, 56 
Belchet·, Raymond Earl, 47 107 
Bell, Deloris Marie, 79, 78,' 94 
Bell, Jerry D., 93 
Bell, John Howard, 56 
Bell, Kath leen Rachel, 24, 91 
Bence, Margaret Ann, 47 
Benham, Clifford Thomas 47 76 81 
Bennett, Richard Allen, 47, 7Z ' 
Bennett, R obert Harold, 47 
Benoche, Earl William, 109 118 
Berninger, Sara Nelle, 40, 69, 79 96 
Bevis, William David, 47, 76 ' 
Bickers, E ldon Gail, 57 
Biedenhach, Louise Therese, 57, 79, 85 
Black, Robert William, 40, 74, 78, 79,104, 138 
Blakely, Charles Forrest, 68 · 
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INDEX 
STUDENTS 
Blakemore, Donna Mae, 57 
Bliss, Samuel William. 107 
Block, William Joseph, 25, 87 
Bokenkamp, Richard Alfred, 80 
Boles, Mary Jo, 103 
Bond, Robert Daniel, 25, 74 
Bone, James Harris, 57 
Bonetto, Frank John, 80 
Boone, James Daniel, 106, 109, 112, 115 
Boudreau, Howard E., 93, 106 108 116 
Bower, Marianne, 25, 82, 90, 9S ' 
Bowles, Jack Dean, 57 
Bowman, Ariel Irene, 40, 73, 80 
Boyer, Doris Virginia, 47 
Boyle, Charles Thomas, 106, 109 
Bozarth, Betty Joan, 47, 69, 93, 142 
Bradford, Richard Gordon 57 
Bragg, Donald Henry, 86, '37 
Brandmayr, Virginia E lla, 57 
Brandt, Albert Henry, 47 
Bt·ant, James Francis, 47 
Brauer, Donald Arthur, 47, 68, 80, 93, 120 
Braye, Loretta Grace, 57, 88 
Breen, James Lowell, 25 
Brehm, Robert _Frank, 25, 74, 84 
Brehme_r, Morns LeRoy 47 80 
Breininger, Roland D., 47, 76 
Brewer, Gwen Eva, 47, 84 
Brewer, Samuel William 57 
Brian, John Richard, 25 ' 
Briggs, Katherine Ada, 47 
Briggs, Walter Manning, 47 76 
Bristow, John Phillip, 57 ' 
Brooks, Rosella Fern, 91 
Krupa Features Bouncing Doll 
Broth erton, Patricia Lou, 57, 69 
Broughton, Stanley Irwin, 47 
Brown, Alton Roe, 57 
Brown, Charlie Lamar, 40, 89 
Brow n, Douglas Dean 57 
Brow n, Patricia E., 4l, 85, 94 
Brewn, Roberta Joan, 57 
Bruce, Duane Orien, 57 
Bru ce, Elmo LeRoy, 47 
Bryant, Leo Edward, 25, 86, 87, 140 
Bubeck, Jun e Eloise, 11 25 69 76 84 104, 130, 138 
Buchanan, Sara Lucille' 40' 73 ' ' ' 
Buchanan, Thomas Ler~y, J6 
Buckler, John Allen, 47 
Buehler, Dorcas Jean 103 
Bujnowski, Leonard Joseph 72 80 108 
Bullard, Virginia Ruth 47 73 ·h 79 
Bullock, Virginia Lee, '57 ' ' ' 
Bunten, Charles Albert, 91 
Burgner, Jack Watson, 72, 85 
Burgoon, William Jerald, 47 
Burmeister, Virginia Elizabeth, 40, 80, 90, 93, 96, 98 
Burrus, Paul Conrad, 57, 106, 107 
Bush, Illene ~!fae, 57, 69 
Bush, Naida Rae, 97 
Bushur, Fidelis John, 47, 80, 88, 124 
Butler, Anna Leoti, 47, 85, 93 
Butler, Herman Wayne, 48 
Butler, Martha Irene, 96, 98 
Buzzard, Charles Eugene, 48, 76, 96 
Byers, Billy Talbert, 48, 84 
Byers, Paul Ray, 48, 75, s· M, 90 
Homemakers' Lab. 
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Cable, Thelma Don·itt, 48, 87, 88 
Cacherat, Albert A., 11, 26, 76, 86, 87 
Caldwell, John Robert, 91 
Callahan, E llen Ruth, 57 
Camfield, Lawrence E., 48 
Campbell, Doris Hussong, 103 
Campbell, Stacy Jack, 26, 72, 90 
Campbell, William Wright, 89 
Canter, Robert Leo, 68 
Carlyle, Thomas Edward, 106, 108 
Carmichael, Donald Charles, 48, 72, 86 
Carney, Lorraine Lee, 57 
Carpenter, Harold Clifford, 48 
Carrell, Betty Ann, 20, 73, 105 
Carrell, Rufus Keith, 48, 67 
Carruthers, Carol V ivian, 48 
Carson, Marilla Jean, 57, 95 
Carson, William B., 70 
Carter, Clifford Eugene, 48 
Carter, Cloyd Ray, 57 
Carter, Lowell Henry, 40 
Carter, Mary Lou, 48, 71 
Carter, Norma Jean, 40, 88 
Carter, William Lee, 23, 36, 66, 72, 89, 93, 122 
Carwell, Marvin Thomas, 57 
Casino, F rank Charles, 48, 70 
Casteel, Dorothy Jeanne, 48, 66, 75 
Casteel, Mary Louise, 40, 75, 90 
Catey, Harold Carson, 26 
Catt, Richard Wayne, 57, 85 
Cearlock, Hilda Madge, 48, 66 
Chapman, Mary Ellen, 26, 91 
Chickadonz, Uarjorie Merle, 57, 91 
Childers, Vance Elvon, 57, 96, 107 
Claar, Max Bigler, 57 
Clapp, Nancy Jane, 40, 67, 69, 76, 88 
Clark, Charles Samuel, 48, 68 
Clark, Don Kelly, 57 
Clark, George Thomas, 48 
Clark, Norma Jean, 26, 73 
Clawson, Mary Virginia, 57 
Cline, Nina Ruth, 57, 91 
Coad, Lloyd Lorraine, 89, 91 
· Cohoon, Carl Wesley, 48, 74 
Cohoon, Donald Eugene, 48, 68, 76, 84 
Cohoon, Doris Jean, 57 
Coil, John Robert, 40, 84 
Cole, Ernest Ray, 57 
Cole, Ma ry Katheryn, 57, 93 
Coleman, Joseph Logan, 26 
Coleman, Victor Warren, 27, 90 
Collins, Carl Morris, 57 
Comstock, Richard Lee, 48 
Conley, Harold Lee, 57 
Conley, John Earl, 23, 27, 72, 89 
Conley, Rosalie June, 41, 69 
Connell, Kenneth Hugh, 41, 70 
Conrad, J rma Lou, 58 
Cook, Allyn Austin, 27, 74, 90 
Cook, Carrol LeRoy, 91 
Cook, Robert Franklin, 48 
Cooley, Dorothy M., 92, 97, 99 
Cooley, Everett Harry, 41, 77, 79, 87, 104, 139 
Coon, Jean Earleen, 48, 66 
Cooper, William Edward, 48 
Corb!n, Norman Allan, 39, 41, 74, 76, 83, 96, 139 
Corz111e, Dorothy Ann, 91 
Cougi ll, Norma Jean, 58 
Coulter, Larkin Russell, 48, 66 
Cramer, E rnest, 91 
Cravener, Helen Lee, 58, 75 
Crawford, George Harman, 27 
Creath, Lorraine Frances, 58 
Crews, Jack Webster, 48, 76 
Crisp, Samuel Darrell, 41, 76 
Croger, Lee Roy, 58 
Croger, Troy Gene, 58 
Crook, Marjorie Allen, 91 
Crookshank, Robert Richard, 91 
Crosley, Robert Marion, 58 
Cross, Raymond Eugene, 48 
Crum, Bill Ray, 107, 116 
Cu lberson, Doris Ann, 58 
Cundiff, Lloyd Offeral, 58 
Curlin, James Alba, 48, 78, 79 
Cutright, George Leo, 58 
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Dahlgren, Chester Leroy, 48 
Daniels, Altys Maynard, 41, 67, 74 
Danneberger, Tom Roscoe, 58, 68 
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David, Frederick Naejeeb, 48 
David, George John, 58, 85, 91 
Davidson, Dollie Patricia, 48, 103 
Davies, Helen E li zabeth, 85, 95 
Davis, Albert Max, 41, 91 
Davis, Frederick Pau l, 48 
Davis, Leland Eugene, 70 
Davis, Lester William, 58 
Davis, William Donald, 48 
Davis, Willis Edward, 48 
Davisson, Donald Walter, 109, 138 
Dawson, Donald Lewis, 80, 89 
Dawson, Mary Magdalene, 80 
Dav, Bernadine Marie, 27, 88 
Deahl, Samuel Thomas, 48 
DeBouck, Jules William, 58 
Decker, Robert Marvin, 27, 86, 87 
Dede, Nancy June, 58, 82 
Delanois, Betty Joan, 58, 93 
Delap, Fae Lucille, 58, 88 
Delap, Rae Louise, 58, 94 
De~f oulin, Raymond Leroy, 93, 112, 115 
Denny, Lawrence Erie, 48 
DeWerff. Carl Edward, 58 
Die!, Audra Laverne, 49, 81, 84 
Dietkus, Ua ry Barbara, 41 
Di llier, Norma Joan, 58, 91 
Doak, Emi ly Catherine, 49, 66, 71 
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Doane, J. C., 116 
Dole, Donald William, 74 
Dongu, Roman Joseph, 93, 106. 109, 116 
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Trend of the Times 
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Go, Lite! Bok, Go . . . 
- Chaucer 
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